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ABSTRACT 
This thesis analyzes the interrelationships among rural household, migrant peasant 
workers and industrial capitalist development in South China. This research concentrates on 
the dynamics between individuals and households of economic decisions. 
� 
The development of export processing industries in coastal provinces, e.g. Guangdong, 
Fujian, etc., has been booming since economic reform. The southern point of Guangdong, 
Pearl River Delta Zone, is undergoing the rapid industrial development by great amount of 
capital flow into China. Meanwhile, more and more peasants enter coastal industrial cities 
and towns to join the large army of industrial workers. Pearl River Delta Zone becomes a 
large labour pool for global manufacturing production. 
Industrialization in coastal regions recruits young peasants from rural family. In 
villages, family farming is their main tasks. Family members hold intensive ties one another 
in every aspects of lives, such as production, consumption, family reproduction. Peasants 
change their occupations as well as their ties with rural household. 
Classical sociologists followed the distinction between "old" and "new" society. They 
argued that industrialization brought about breakdown of original family economy. Family 
members no longer maintained the family economic ties. Family of origin lost control over 
family members' economic activities. 
Other researchers challenged this view of industrialization and family changes. They 
emphasized on the active role of family in the process of industrialization. Family grasped 
the new opportunities caused by industrial development. It manipulated family resources, 
including labour, to pursue family well-bdngs. Family economy was not shattered. Instead, 
it reorganized and maintained itself. 
iii 
This study intends to revise and challenge these two approaches. Household would 
be treated as configuration of ties. Individuals engage in reproducing or transforming the 
original relations. This research focuses on this process. 
After in-depth interviews with migrant workers, this study argued that individuals 
established their relations with rural household by resistance, conformity or negotiation in 
different aspects of family economy. 
The allocation of family labour was no longer monopolized by household head. 
Individual migration was not a family strategy. Without effective sanction or stimulus, 
parents were incapable of exert power to force children to stay or go to work for families. 
Young people made their decisions on migration. The economic opportunities brought by 
industrial employment enabled them to resist against parental control over their own labour. 
t 
However, rural family economy did not disappear completely. Household remained 
as collective income pooling. Migrant workers (especially women) were eager to contribute 
most of their wages to household. Therefore, personal savings' and family savings were 
merged. Individuals conformed to parental management of their remittances, as portion of 
family fund. Parents still managed the remittances of migrant workers to sustain household 
reproduction. 
Finally, export oriented industrialization did not enable migrant workers to establish 
their independent households in cities. They still engaged in negotiating with household heads 
on these issues. Rural household reproduction was maintained through family members' 
negotiations and compromises. Industrial employment increased young workers' bargaining 
power in negotiations. 
Meanwhile the transformation processes varied with gender. Women and men had the 
different points of departure. Women were constrained by their prescribed role in family. 
iv 
They involved in intensive conflicts with household heads. Their autonomy was limited by 
traditional rural family. Men enjoyed much more freedom and autonomy which were 
accepted by parents in families. Thus, for men, the transformative process was much more 
smooth than women. 
According to this study, the effects of industrial capitalist development on rural 
� 
household were complex. On the one hand, through family members' participation in 
industrial employment, family grasped more resources to maintain its survival. On the other 
< 
hand, it induced internal conflicts and negotiations between individuals and household h e a d s , . 
individual strategies and family strategies. 
f 





INDUSTRIALIZATION AND PEASANT FAMILY CHANGE 
1.1. JOIN THE WORLD OF CAPITALIST ECONOMY 
� 
China has experienced economic reform for more than one decade. Economic reform 
initiates various elements of capitalist development in socialist China. Expanding private 
economic sectors is one of new phenomena in reform era. The most obvious example is the 
processing industries in coastal regions of south China. These enterprises are no long 
collective ownership, but owned by foreign corporations or local people. The form of 
employment is not based on official allocation but labour market. 
r 
Special Economic Zones and other coastal regions have been transformed into export 
oriented processing districts, like Free Trade Zones in other developing countries. These 
newly export-led production sites joil international division labour in capitalist world 
economy. The coastal industrial development attracts capital from overseas and migrant 
peasant workers from interior villages. 
Meanwhile, the formation of migrant peasant workers are also encouraged by 
agricultural reform. Under family responsibility system, agricultural production is no longer 
based on People's Commune or other collectives. Family gains its autonomy of production 
again. As some researchers argued, agricultural economic reform strengthened the production 
function of rural household. According to a research on rural family economy, the means of 
production owned by household were increasing during 1978 to 1986 (Zhongguo Nongcun 
Jiating Diaocha Zhu 1992). In other words, households engaged in more economic activities 
during this period. Some scholar even called this process as the "revival of family ecnomy" 
1 
(Chen and Li 1991; Liu 1991; Whyte 1992). Simultaneously, the process of industrialization 
and marketization diversify income sources of family. Diversification of income sources are 
caused by industrial booming of township enterprises and economic zones. Peasants begin 
to enagage in non-agricultural economic activities. Therefore, revival of family economy is 
not total restoration of small peasant family economy but transformation of family economy 
by diversification of economic activities beyond family farming. Many poor peasant workers 
choose the road of wage works in coastal export industrial districts. Peasants from subsistence 
economy sell their labour to join the world of capitalist economy. 
1.2. DIVERSIFICATION OF PEASANTS' ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES 
This thesis is inspired by the recent great wave of migrant workers in mainland China. 
Most of them are young peasants. They rush to cities and towns, e.g. Shanghai, Beijing and 
those industrial cities in Peal River Delta Zone, etc.. Being separated from residents with 
I � 
permanent urban household registrations, they are defined as "floating population" by official. 
The flow to cities is not recognized as "migration" in official statistics (only those with 
official permissions are recognized as migration). According to some estimations, 50 million 
floating population lived in big cities during 1979-88 (Xia et al，1989). The annual increase 
rate was 11.7%, higher than other countries in peak period of rural-urban migration (Wu, 
1989). In 1990, there were 60-80 millions people in the category of floating population. In 
Pearl River Delta Zone, there were about 10 millions peasant workers (Economic Daily, 28 
Feb, 1994). These people comprised 20 to 25 percent of the permanent urban population 
(Solinger, 1991; Xu，1989). In Shenzhen, foreign population is even greater than local. See 
Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1. Foreign Population and Local Populatin in PRDZ 
Source: Liao 1992 
Locality Foreign(million) Local(million) Ratio(%) 
Shenzhen 148.2 73.2 225 
Zhuhai 20 50.0 40 
Dongguan 75 128.8 58 
Guangzhou 70 354.4 20 
Fushan 35 36.6 96 
Shuende 20 89.9 22 
专 
Nanhai 30 89.8 33 
Zhongshan 40 112.0 36 
Jiangmen 50 346.4 14 
f 
In ancient China, flow of peasants into cities was already frequent. Under the social 
custom and governmental policy, the segregation between urban dwellers and peasants was 
� y 
maintained for a long time. Peasants were not recognized as residents in cities. Hence, 
peasant workers, as sojourners, formed formal and informal associations which were based 
on tongxiang fellowship which was distinct from local residents (Skinner, 1977). 
After 1949，the Chinese Communist Party came to power. Household registration 
books were created for launching rural land reform. At that time, migration restrictions were 
loose. The economic recovery in cities attracted rural-urban migration. Despite that the First 
Five Year Plan (1952-1957) only provided one million new non-agricultural jobs a year, more 
than 20 million rural migrants entered the cities between 1949 and 1957. At that time, State 
Council had already promulgated an order of "Concerning Prevent Blind Flow to Peasants to 
Cities" in 1953. People Daily also published an editorial, entitled "Peasants who flow to cities 
blindly should be back home!" (26th April, 1953). Government asked enterprises not to 
3 
employ peasants without permission. Since then, peasant spontaneous flow to cities was 
labelled as "blind flow" (Mengliu) (Zhang, 1988). 
In 1957, in order to restrict rural-urban population flow. State Council and the Party 
Central issued an administrative regulation attempting to stop peasants "blindly" entering the 
cities. The departments of civil affairs were responsible for sending peasants back villages. 
The movement of peasants reached its peak during Great Leap and the famine during 1958-
1960. Although "Household Registration Regulation of the PRC" (1958) was implemented 
strictly to prevent peasants from leaving the land, the migration wave was not halted until 
I960 (Solinger, 1991; Gong, 1989; Xu, 1989; Zhang, 1988). 
Since 1960，rural-urban migration was arranged by government completely. For 
example, peasant cadres were assigned to positions of urban administrative department. Urban 
state-owned enterprises would also employ certain limited number of peasants as temporary 
workers with official permission. Hence, tremendous wave of spontaneous rural-urban 
migration had not been seen for about two decades in China. Moreover, in collectivization 
era，peasants engaged in works allocated by rural collectives. They could not go to cities 
freely. Moreover, illegal migrant peasants could not survive in cities because no grain coupon 
was available for people without urban registration. (Ma, 1988) 
Obviously, the household registration system was significant to people's livelihood at 
that time. People were divided into "rural household" (nongye hukou) and "non-rural 
household" (feinong hukou). The status of household was related to social status, job 
opportunities, welfare distribution, education, access to public faciUties, etc.. Non-rural 
households, such as cadres and workers in state owned enterprises，lived on official 
arrangement and subsidiary. Peasants' livelihood was dependent on their own labour in 
fanning completely. Moreover, the sys t e . was very rigid that one had many A c u i t i e s to 
4 
change their household status from rural to non-rural household status (Gong, 1989). One 
scholar even called this system as "para-caste system" which is similar with Indian caste 
system (Li, 1993). 
However, economic reform since 1978 caused the dissolution of collectives. The 
family responsibility system was restored and the registration system was also loosely 
implemented. Since 1980，National Urban Planning Working Group suggested that 
government should develop towns as well as small and middle cities. In other words, 
/ 
government encouraged peasants to participate in economic activities in towns and cities (Ma, 
1988). Simultaneously, high economic growth of local and foreign investment in cities and 
coastal areas also demand many workers. These factors stimulate the great wave of migrant 
workers from rural areas. 
I 
1.3. COASTAL CAPITALIST DEVELOPMENT 
Under economic reform policy, socialist China experiences great transformation. In 
Maoist era, private economy and foreign capital were forbidden. Since 1978，under the open 
and reform economic policy, China has been incorporated in world capitalist economy by 
influx of foreign capital and expansion of private economy. Especially in Special Economic 
Zones (export processing district)�there are a lot of foreign and private owned enterprises. 
Different from employment system in state-owned enterprises, free labour markets are 
encouraged in Special Economic Zones. Establishment of highly mobile labour markets 
becomes one important step of recent transformation. 
Government is increasingly concerned about this temporary migration wave and its 
consequence. The viewpoints of government could be summarized in two aspects (Qing 
1993). 
5 
Government worries about the social problems caused by migration wave. The railway 
transportation facilities are over-burdened with peasant workers. During Spring Festival of 
1994，the burden of railway transportation was 3 million each day (Economic Daily, 25 Feb, 
1994). Cities are overcrowded with floating population. State Council argued that this flow 
of population was not normal (Dong, Chai and Guan 1990; Solinger 1991). Some officials 
and scholars attributed the floating peasant workers to the causes of deterioration in urban 
environment, such as overpopulation, decreasing cultural standard, lack of sufficient food stuff 
(Chen and Wan, 1992; Li and Lu, 1991; Liao and Liao, 1989). Local urban and central , 
governments lose control of the order in cities. This flow challenged the official 
administrative management of population. 
However, official market reform aims at "cultivating" an active labour market to 
t 
overcome the rigid employment system in state-owned enterprises (Qing 1993). The highly 
mobile labour market of peasant workers is appreciated as contributing to economic 
construction. Officials argued that free flow of peasants to cities were the outcomes of 
"economic law" and "social development law" (Ma, 1988). China is in the "early stage of 
socialism". Commodity economy should be allowed under state regulation in order to attain 
modernization and socialism of higher stage. Under the policy of "reform and open door"� 
government did not intend to impose too many rigid administration restrictions on peasant 
workers (Qing 1993; Shen and Tong 1992: p.224-225). 
These two views reflect the ambiguity of "socialism with Chinese characteristics". 
Although government is claiming to pursue socialism, it is implementing more and more 
policies ofmarketization. These reforms challenged the original socialist system and ideolgoy 
but contributed to attain the goal of economic reform. Reform of labour market and allowing 
free wage labour for ”socialism" are two typical example. 
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Similarly, under these policies, the status of workers in foreign and private enterprises 
was more ambiguous. How could their status of free wage labour in capitalist enterprises be 
justified in official ideology? Some explained that these workers are placed in the intersection 
between two system (Qing 1993; Zheng 1988). An official scholar in Guangdong, Zheng Mu-
ye (1988) said that those enterprises were "special capitalism" restricted by socialism state. 
Therefore, free wage labour in this system had double characteristics: 
"There are double characteristics in the identity of Chinese workers here (in 
foreign owned and private owned enterprises). First of all, they are the master 
. o f our nation. Like those workers in state or collective owned enterprises, they 
enjoy the political rights of citizens in People's Republic of China. They are 
protected by constitution and related laws. They are different from those 
proletarian manipulated, bullied and exploited in those capitalist countries in 
essence. Secondly, we should confess that they are employees. They have to 
bear exploitation to some extent." (Zheng 1988) 
Zheng is correct to point out the distinctiveness of workers in foreign and private 
enterprises. However, so-called "socialism" did not have the same impact on anybody. Most 
of the workers in these enterprises in special economic zones come from villages. Except the 
formal protection in constitution, what protection in reality did socialist state provided for 
peasant workers? How could these protection restrict the capitalist exploitations? 
If socialism refers to state ownership, only those workers who have non-agricultural 
household registration enjoy the rights provided by enterprises and government in cities. The 
workers from village could not enjoy the rights of their counterparts in state sector because 
7 
of their agricultural household status. 
In Mao's China, peasants were forced to stay in countryside by government. They 
were members of commune. After collectivization era, rural households gain the right of 
production. Nevertheless, peasant workers do not enjoy the benefits from state sector, such 
as living subsidiary, accommodation, public facilities, etc.. Peasant workers are not permanent 
residents in the industrial cities or towns. Most of them are not the members of the 
Association of Trade Union because there were less than 20% foreign and private enterprises 
/ 
with unions (Yuegang Xinshi Rebao 2nd, April 1994). They are not allowed to have 
independent unions. They are under institutions which is totally different from workers in 
state and collective enterprises. 
Henceforth, the protection by socialist state do not extend to peasant workers. 
f 
Socialist system is unable to restrict exploitation within these capitalist enterprises. Central 
or local government has little say in the management of foreign investment. As many 
researches revealed, the working conditions in these enterprises were notorious. The export 
industries are only the repetition of labour intensive and highly exploitative industrial sectors 
of other export manufacturing areas. For example, in 1990, the wage level was below $400. 
The labour cost of foreign owned enterprises in Shezhen was 6-7% of output value (Liao 
1992： Chapter 5). According to a research of Guangdong foreign enterprises, the working 
time was 10-12 hours per day. Some workers even worked for 12-14 hours per day (Yuegang 
Xinshi Rebao 1994). Socialist state fails to restrict the exploitation by capitalist development 
in these export processing zones. 
The export processing zones in Pearl River Delta Zone have been already integrated 
into international division of labour through Hong Kong and Macau. It is part of global 
manufacturing production (Rothstein and Blim 1992). Through direct investment or 
8 
subcontracting chains, industrial sites of Pearl River Delta Zone have participated in 
multinational production. These export processing zones joined the network of industrial 
zones scattered throughout Southeast Asia. These processing districts provided cheap labour 
for the most labour intensive sectors in the global production. By contrast, the links of these 
sectors with local industries in state enterprises are weak. The investment in this zone is 
� 
totally out of state regulation but affected by fluctuation of world market. 
The socialist state do not constrain the capitalist development in China, especially in 
coastal areas. Instead, capitalist development has penetrated into the social formation of a s o - : 
called socialist society. The development of export processing industries attracts excessive 
supply of peasant migrant workers. Although official urban-rural distinction still remains, the 
residential segregation between urban and rural have been blurred. The peripheral capitalist 
development in coastal areas changes peasant workers' lives in China. When family becomes 
the important unit of peasants' lives after rural reform, what changes would industrialization 
in coastal processing zones bring to peasant workers' familial relations? 
1.4. WORKERS' STORIES 
In order to answer this question, I began to conduct interviews with some migrant 
workers. Before I interviewed the workers formally, I had met some interesting stories about 
the family change of peasant workers in Guangdong. 
In 1991, an serious industrial accident occurred. Eighty workers had died in a factory 
blaze in Dongguan. It was my first time to meet the peasant workers in Guangdong. I visited 
the injured workers and their parents in hospital. Most of them came from Hubei. In 1992， 
I took a trip to their home village for ten days. One man, aged more than 50，told me: 
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"We are poor peasants. Our children wanted to earn some money to improve 
our living. I have never thought that they would meet such kind of accident. 
If I know before, I would not let them take risk..." 
This man had three daughters. Two of them had worked in that factory. One was 
dead in the accident and another one, Jiazhen, was injured. He regretted that he let them go. 
From his words, I guessed that those workers worked outside for family survival. I also 
speculated that household head played an important role in allocating their family members , 
to work outside. I understood migrant workers to Guangdong as the outcome of "family 
survival strategy". 
I had known this term from Tamara K. Hareven's famous book, Family Time and 
- f 
Industrial Time. She emphasized on the significance of family to understand social change: 
"An examination of the family's interaction with markets and the grand 
processes of economic change enabled us to understand more precisely how 
such change was accomplished: how industrial production processes evolved, 
how labour markets functioned, and how consumption patterns changed." 
(Hareven 1990: p.215) 
Hareven argued that family as one important medium between individual and macro 
social changes. Family devised strategies to allocate the resources (including human 
resources) to cope with new environment while grand processes of economic change affected 
individuals lives through family. 
Thus, with a loose framework of "family strategy", I attempted to explore more cases. 
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A few months after my trip in 1992, the injured daughter, aged 22 at that time, went to 
Guangdong again. I thought that although his father worried about their safety, for family 
survival, parents still encouraged or urged them to earn money in Guangdong. After I read 
her letter, I found that my speculation was wrong. She quarrelled with her father before she 
came to Guangdong. She intended to earn some money for family and herself. Her father 
� 
disagreed with her. 
Yuhua, had been also injured in that accident, came to Guangdong without fathers' 
/ 
approval and awareness. Her father wanted to find a job in nearby towns for her in order to 
prevent her from going to Guangdong. He also wanted his daughters to marry as soon as 
possible. Contradicting with father's view, she wanted to earn more money in Guangdong. 
She felt hopeless to be a sewing workers in her village or nearby towns. She escaped from 
f 
her father's arrangement on her job and marriage. 
At that time, I was not sure whether these phenomena were caused by that accident. 
My assumption of family survival strategy was not challenged until I found that other women 
workers (not involved in that accident) had conflicts with parents on their migration to 
Guangdong. Females and males desired to have economic independence and autonomy in 
their decision to work. It seemed that there was no coherent strategy of family. At least, the 
power of decision making within household was not monopolized by household head. The 
conflicts with household were more apparent than the collective household utility. 
Meanwhile, I was puzzled by their economic contribution to family. Workers still 
worked for family income pooling of rural household although they made their own decisions 
of migration. The amount of contributions depended on gender. Women workers contributed 
to family economy steadily because they earned much money. Men's remittances did not 
constitute the major family income source as women's. Yuhua, working in Guangdong 
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without father's approval, contributed great amount of money to family. Her family was the 
poorest one in village. His father borrowed money for paying children's school fees, tax, 
buying fertilizer, etc.. Her wages enabled family to repay all the debts. 
Contrary to Yuhua, Anchow, a male worker, had not remitted money to home for two 
years. During these two years, he had borrowed a few hundred dollars from parents for 
transportation money and living cost in Guangdong. He did not earn sufficient money for his 
own subsistence in the industrial town. But he still searched for jobs in Guangdong. He was 
no longer the "breadwinner" in daily subsistence of rural household. By contrast, his young 
sister earned much more money than him in Guangdong. Females and males changed their 
economic roles in family. The sexual division of labour within had been changed. 
If steady contribution to family economy was understood as the outcome of family 
t 
survival strategy, the inter-generational conflicts on migration implied the failure of family 
strategy on allocation of labour. The change of division of labour by labour market for export 
industries showed that household was not necessary able to maintain the sexual division of 
labour and prescribed gender roles in household economy. Temporary geographical division 
between young family members and rural household caused breakdown of certain kinds of 
economic ties but maintenance of others. How should one comprehend these phenomena 
contradictory with the assumption of family survival strategy? 
The concept of "strategy" oversimplified the dynamics of household. The changes 
brought by industrialization might not be self-regulation of family as a whole. Family was 
not a self-contained unit. The impact of industrialization was on individual rather than on 
family as a whole. Confronting with their new market situations，gender roles and the status 
of peasants，they regulated their economic relations with household. 
In this study, I challenge the concept of "household strategy" to understand the 
12 
dynamics within household. Meanwhile, I explore who made the decisions in what 
circumstances in coping with the economic opportunities brought by industrialization. 
Through the data collected from interviews, this study will show that household was a site full 
of implicit or explicit conflicts, negotiation, and compromises. This study would not stop in 
pointing out the dynamics within household but intend to conceptualize different aspects of 
transformation within household economy. 
1.5. METHODOLOGY 
In 1991，I had begun to contact migrant workers in Guangdong after an industrial 
accident, a big factory blaze, occurred. I visited those injured workers. In 1992, I got 
acquaintance with some of them after I took a trip to their home village, Yanggang. A few 
I 
months after this trip, I began to prepare this research. Through introduction by those familiar 
workers, I approached other workers in an industrial town, Town C, in Dongguan City. The 
sample of this research was collected by the process of "rolling snowball". Henceforth, there 
is no no rigorous representative sample in this study. 
This research had interviewed twenty-six migrant workers in Industrial Town C, 
Dongguan City，Guangdong Province from October 1993 to April 1994. I went to Town C 
about once a month during this period. There are eleven male workers and fifteen female 
workers in this study. Most of them aged between 16-28 while only one male worker was 
32 years old. Only four workers had been married while others remained unmarried. 
Among them, nineteen workers came from mountainous county, Dawu, in Hubei Province. 
Others came from villages in Hunan, Shaangxi, Anhui and Henan. 
Informants were requested to answer unstructured questions about the lives in villages 
and the history of working outside. Through their descriptions of their lives in villages and 
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migrant works, I intended to reconstruct their economic relations with families in villages. 
The time of every interview was about one to two hours. The scripts of interviews were the 
main data sources of this study. 
Except in-depth interview, this study would also included other kinds of data. The 
letters written by their family members from villages were useful to reveal parents' responses. 
Nevertheless, not all informants' letters were available because I was not familiar with all of 
them when I conducted my interviews. I only collected a few letters. Moreover, in summer 
of 1992, I had visited some informants' villages in Hubei Province. I had spent about ten 
days in Yanggang village. However, at that time, I had not had prepare this thesis. 
Therefore, I only had some notes on the lives in villages by observations. Finally, except 
interviews, I had also chatted and discussed with some informants informally. I had recorded 
some significant stories, comments, wordings in my field notes. The notes of the trip in 1992, 
notes on informal discussion and the letters are supplementary data to support the argument. 
Although I recognize the weaknesses of in-depth interview; I still chose this method 
because it is a more feasible mean to collect some qualitative data. I did not have sufficient 
time and financial support to conduct a longitudinal research on their decision making process 
within household. I could only rely on workers' description to reconstruct the processes. In 
the concluding chapter, I will review the limitation of this method. 
Next chapter will review the related studies and arguments. Moreover, it provides a 
framework and key concepts to study the family change. Chapter 3 illustrates the historical 
background and current data about the industrialization and family change in China. Chapter 
4，5，6 are empirical chapters. These three chapters investigate three dimensions of household 
economy. I will explore control on family labour allocation, control on wage fund and 
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control over decisions related to family reproduction respectively. Chapter 7 will conclude 





INDUSTRIALIZATION AND FAMILY DYNAMICS 
2.1 TWO ARGUMENTS OF FAMILY AND INDUSTRIALIZATION 
Classical sociologists had concentrated on the social consequences of industrial 
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civilization. They attributed it as "new society". The "founding fathers" of sociology, such 
as Tonnies, Marx, Durkheim, etc., inherited from philosophy the vision of a new society rising 
out the old one. They attempted to characterize "old society" and "new society". For 
example, Marx distinguished feudalist society, as old society, from capitalist society (Marx 
1974). Through class struggles, human experienced transitions from old to new world. For 
Tonnies (1955), the new and old societies，"Community" (Gemeinschaft) and "Society" 
(Gesellschaft), were in contrast. They shared the view that the traditional bonds of old society 
would be broken down in the process of transition to new society, a industrial, capitalist and 
rational order. In this study, I call it as "breakdown" argument.‘ 
According to this view of social transformation, breakdown of original family ties was 
one step of transition. Industrialization freed people from close familial ties. However, this 
breakdown argument had been challenged by more and more scholars (Anderson 1971; Laslett 
1972; Hareven 1982; MacFarlane 1978). Some social historians (Laslett 1969; MacFarlane 
1978) argued that individuals already attained their autonomy from constrains of families, 
clans and other traditional social bonds before industrial revolution. 
Recently, some scholars (Hareven 1982; Tilly and Scott 1978) emphasized on the 
active role of family in industrialization to criticize to "breakdown" argument. They argued 
that this argument misunderstood social changes. Family held its organization during the 
rapid process of industrialization. The economic resources provided by industrial changes 
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facilitated the stability of family rather than breakdown. By the concept of "family strategy", 
Hareven and other researchers proposed a different argument to understand the relations 
between industrialization and family changes. 
This study strives to respond to these two dominant argument. Therefore, this chapter 
will begin by reviewing "breakdown" argument and "family strategy" argument. 
z 、 
2.1.1 "Breakdown" Argument 
,f 
As Karl Polanyi (1944) criticized industrial civilization, social changes after industrial 
revolution were "great transformation". He argued that traditional social ties were destroyed 
by rapid commodification caused by industrial revolution. Family was one important unit of 
human activities in traditional economy. Industrialization penetrated into the family life. 
Expansion of industries recruited more and more people from family and shattered the 
organization of family economy. Production was no long family affair. Parents no longer 
played the role in allocation of labour and division of labour in-daily production process. 
Some scholars (Goode 1963; Shorter 1977)，who appreciated the progressive side of industrial 
age, also held the similar viewpoint. Individuals no longer worked under authoritarian 
relations within traditional family organization, but in impersonal industrial organizations. 
Individuals attained their own income and supported their living, rather than shared the 
collective product of labour from family. Industrialization freed young people from parental 
control and enabled them to become independent wage earners. 
The argument of "breakdown" did not hold that the changes caused by industrialization 
were sudden. For example, Neil Smelser (1959) had conducted a detailed historical study on 
the transformation of family organization in British industrial revolution. He argued that 
family ties persisted in early industrialization. The male workers as skill workers, introduced 
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many family members into factory. The child and women workers were supervised by their 
adult male household skilled workers. Semi-apprenticeship system based on kinship was 
established. However, when the international competition of cotton industry were intensified, 
the reorganization of workplace production replaced the adult skill workers by non-skill child 
and women workers. Moreover, the elimination of adult workers authority increased the 
profits and strengthened subordination of workers. Meanwhile, some families withdrew their 
children or women from factory. The family and workplace were differentiated greatly. 
t 
Family members did not work as family labourers totally, but independent wage earners to 
some extent. Although the changes were not smooth, but steady and full of struggles and 
conflicts, the trend was the decline of family role in individuals' economic activities in the 
long run. 
Recently, in China, there were also some studies on the changes of family in economic 
reform adopting the views of structural functionalism. Although Communist China had 
pursued industrialization as one main target of development (Meisner 1986) for many decades, 
the changes brought to rural villages were rarely explored in academic circle before economic 
reform. Before economic reform, industrial investment was limited in cities, except during 
Great Leap Forward (Seldon 1982). Villages were maintained as main agricultural production 
sites. After economic reform, peasants were encouraged to participate in non-agricultural 
economic activities, such as trading, cultivating cash crop, township enterprises, wage works 
(Zhong 1990). Rural economy went beyond the boundary of subsistence farming but to 
industrial and commercial economy. Therefore，more and more people were concerned about 
rural development and industrialization (Guo 1986; Sai et al 1991). 
Since the end of 80s，rural economy slowed down and many people worried about the 
economic prospect of rural regions. "Rural problems" were placed on the official agenda of 
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economic reform, many scholars began to explore the transformation of peasant economy in 
reform era (Zhongguo Nongcun Jiating Diaocha Zhu, 1993; Wang, 1991; Chen, 1990). They 
concentrated on "non-agricultural development" in countryside. The process in which peasants 
entered non-agricultural sectors, like business, enterprises, etc.，was called "non-agricultural 
development" (Sai, et al, 1991; Guo Mu Yuen, 1986; Wang et al, 1993). 
Diversification of income sources expanded peasants' boundary of economic activities. 
Thus, peasants did not only work in traditional rural family for subsistence farming, but also 
participated in other forms of employment. Wang Muling (1990) had conducted field works . 
on some rural villages to explore the changing family organization. He explored whether new 
institutions replaced the original functions performed by family. He concluded that although 
familial ties still remained in some circumstances，such as rituals and customs, the economic 
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function of family declined. The decline of original family function meant that individuals 
were no longer dependent on family farming. Individuals began to work independently from 
household, although they did not abandon all relations with families of origin. 
These views could be simplified as breakdown argument. Industrialization brought 
normative changes of peasants. Individuals grasped the new opportunities to go beyond the 
boundary of family. Their labour force and product of labour were no longer organized by 
parents. The original family economy was broken down by the industrialization. Most of the 
functions performed by family in the past had been replaced by other institutions, such as 
factory, school, etc.. Individuals attained their own freedom from family. This view was 
called by Hareven as "conventional wisdom" (Hareven 1982: p.2) 
2.1.2 "Family Strategy" Argument 
The scholars who proposed "family strategy" intended to fill the gap between 
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individual and structural changes, such as industrial development. As Hareven argued (1982; 
1990)，individuals experienced industrial changes through family lives. Industrial time (the 
fluctuating industrial development), as structural changes, affected individual lives through 
changes of family time (family cycles).— 
In Family Time and Industrial Time, against "conventional wisdom", Hareven argued 
that family held its coherence in industrialization. Family members maintained or even 
reinforced close relations although industrialization changed people from family labourers into 
factory workers. The economic ties were not totally destroyed and family did not become 
merely a unit of consumption. Instead, family allocated its labour, mobilized its resources to 
cope with new environment in order to maintain survival and enhance well-being*. 
Hareven (1982) used her historical data to criticize the breakdown argument. She 
showed that immigrants, in America during the end of 19th century to the beginning of this 
century, were still subordinated by family strategies. They found jobs, adapted to work, 
binding in work ethic through family and kinship ties. Employers depended on workers' 
familial ties to recruit and discipline workers. Moreover, individuals' decisions to start work, 
leave home, get married, or set up individual household, allocate the income depended on the 
needs and choices of the family as a collective unit. Family strategies were effective 
especially when labour was in shortage because employers depended on familial ties to recruit 
and discipline the labour army. Anderson's historical survey of working class families (1971) 
1 q o m e (Mincrione 1988; Pahl 1985) even argued that in 
concentrated on the appearance of ^formal economy 
S S 二 二 等 be 二 ： 
Hence, substantial 
Lount of work must be done for household. 
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held the similar conclusion. 
Industrialization not only changed people's occupational nature, but also brought 
geographical mobility, i.e. migration, in some cases. Sizeable wave of rural-urban migration 
followed industrialization in many countries (Burawoy 1981; Ong 1991; Wallerstein 1979). 
"Breakdown" argument indicated that migration brought breakdown of close economic 
\ 
relations between individuals and rural households (Polanyi 1944; Goode 1963; Moore 1965). 
However, some researchers (Findley 1987; Kevin 1991; Lauby and Stark 1988) insisted that 
migration was not individual matters simply. They stressed that individual migration was 
family survival strategy. Findley (1987) adopted the family survival strategy model to explain 
the migration behaviour of peasants. He challenged the traditional individual perspectives 
among migration studies (Jackson 1986; Rabinsk 1971; Sajaastad 1962). He argued that 
f 
family was the basic decision-making unit. It intended to diversify family's pattern of labour 
use, reduce dependence on a single economic activity and catch up the economic 
opportunities. The remittances from migrants were viewed as informal capital market for 
family. 
In China, there were also some similar arguments. Some researchers intended to find 
out the outcomes of recent rural economic policies, especially those concentrating on restoring 
rural family as production unit. "Tradition-restoring" argument proposed that rural economic 
reform brought the re-emergence of Chinese peasant family as a production unit and led to 
revival of parental authority and kinships networks (Whyte, 1992; Chen and Li, 1991; Liu, 
1991). They argued that diversified economic activities were still embedded in familial and 
kinship networks. Economic policies enabled families not only to maintain these connections 
but also expanded to other aspects of activities. For example, the country and township 
enterprises were intervened by familial and kinship ties. Workers were recruited from 
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relatives and the management was formed by close kin. Graham E. Johnson (1993) showed 
that family strategies dominated the formation of foreign manufacturing capital in Guangdong. 
In Dongguan City and other export-oriented industrial regions, most of the investment came 
from those entrepreneurs who had migrated from Dongguan to Hong Kong illegally or legally 
previously. They maintained close kinship ties with people in homeland. These kinship 
I 
networks attracted foreign capitalists to invest and also facilitated them to set up their factories 
and manage production. The differences between these "breakdown" and "household 
/ 
strategy" arguments were not only the timing of family change but also the process. In 
Smelser's argument, family was a relative passive unit which was dissolved by 
industrialization gradually. Actually Smelser also recognized that parents had protested 
severely against the industrial change and paid effort in maintaining the integrity of original 
family, he showed that the resistance by family did not succeed and declined steadily because 
of changes in the whole social system. However, Hareven adopted the concept of "family 
strategy" to emphasize the active role of family to cope with the changing world. Family 
adjusted itself to maintain and improve its well beings actively. The change of family was 
not only came from external factors but also internal regulations by family as a whole. 
Through "family strategy", parents could allocate family labour to different kinds of 
employment, although they could not control family members' works directly. Individual 
income was obliged to transfer to the pooling of family income. Family budget control on 
wages remittances dominated individual control over product of labour. Household heads 
could also maintain the stability of family reproduction by controlling individuals' significant 
life decisions. 
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2.2 FAMILY AS COHERENT UNIT?: A CRITIQUE 
Although these two arguments held the opposite views of family transformation, they 
shared one assumption: family as a coherent unit. However the natures of "coherent unit" 
varied with these two arguments. 
"Breakdown" argument held that family like an organism performed different 
* 
functions. The coherence of family was determined by "needs of system". While other 
institutions or systems performed and replaced its functions, the internal relations within 
I 
family were also changed. Apparently, structuralist and functionalist perspectives viewed 
agents as bearer of system. However, as shown by Hareven, changes of industrial 
environment (labour market, type of production, etc.) could not explain differences between 
married and unmarried workers, and workers in new and old generations. Moreover, with 
r • 
growing diversity in economic opportunities caused by industrialization, family members 
stabilized, rather than dissolved, its domestic cycle transitions (Hareven 1982: p.61 and p.67; 
Robertson 1991: p. 121). Against the argument of "breakdown”，industrialization did not 
shattered family economy. "Family strategy" argument succeeded in pointing out the 
significance of internal regulation of family and its active role. However, while the internal 
dynamics of household had not been clarified, many studies tended to simplify all activities 
related to family as family strategies. This assertion was based on an un-examined 
assumption of family as self-regulating unit. 
2.2.1 Un-examined Assumption z 
Family was presumed as having its own logic of self-regulation or adjustment. As 
Hareven argued, "households functioned like accordions, expanding and contracting in 
accordance with changing family needs and external conditions” (Hareven 1982: P.65 quoted 
in Robertson, 1991). Actually, this understanding of "household strategy" emphasized on 
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family as self-contained unit regulating family members' activities. The assumption of family 
as self-regulating unit included understanding of three dimensions of family economy. 
First, the intra-household dynamics was fixed either in an ideal patriarchal family or 
consensus among family members. Some studies accepted this understanding implicitly. 
Those two studies on migration (Findley 1987; Lauby and Stark 1988) cited previously argued 
that high correlation between low income of family and female migration showed the 
dominance of family economic needs in individual migrations. Therefore, individual 
migration was family strategy. However, in these two studies, the internal dynamics of 
household as intervening variable had not been explored carefully. 
. B e c k e r ' s economic approach (1981) adopted this assumption more explicitly. He 
intended to use concepts in neo-classical economics to find out the single utility function of 
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household in order to explain all activities related to family. He argued that family, like a 
rational man, had inherent household strategy to maximize its own utility or well-beings. It 
could readjust resources (including labour) within household. ButAvho could actualize single 
family utility in decision? There were only two possibilities. The first one was co-operation 
among family members under consensus. The second one was decisions by household head, 
who was both altruistic and dictatorship. All family members were assumed to follow 
household heads' decisions. Actually, the latter had been shared by other studies without 
acknowledgement. For example, Popkin (1979) challenged the notion of peasants' "moral 
economy". He argued that peasant households acted rationally but not based on moral 
consideration. The "household" was treated as a term interchangeable with male household 
head. 
Another aspect was income pooling. Wallerstein and his co-researchers defined 
income pooling as the main characteristic of household (Wallerstein and Smith 1992a, 1992b， 
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1992c). In many peripheral regions, industrialization did not eliminate the role of household 
as collective income pooling. Wage level in many Third World regions was so low that they 
could not sustain workers' household reproduction, renewal of labour. Therefore, various 
sources of income, such as subsistence economy, informal works and peddling were needed. 
The exploitation within world capitalist economy was not limited in capitalist industrial 
economy (i.e. domination of workers by capitalists), but also extended to household, i.e. 
labour within household. The cost of labour reproduction was externalized to household. 
Household, as an actor in world economy, responded to transformation of world 
system by allocating family members to different income sources for maintaining household 
survival. Rural household with only income source of subsistence farming was transformed 
into household with diversified income sources. Individual incomes were managed as 
f . . . 
collective fund in household. Hence, household was maintained in industrialization. 
The final aspect was family reproduction. Individual life decisions were controlled by 
parents according to expected domestic life cycles. Decisions on individual life course, such 
as schooling, working, marriage, fertility, etc.. were subordinated by household head 
(Greenhaglh 1988; Salaff 1981). Tilly and Scott (1978) challenged the view that 
industrialization emancipated women from patriarchal control. They argued that women's 
participation in works, marriage and other decisions were still regulated by household mode 
of production no matter in pre-industrial, industrial and consumer society. These modes of 
domestic production had specific strategies to control and allocate women's labour. The 
fluctuation of women's participation in work was explained by different family strategies in 
specific historical conjunctions. For example, under the mode of "family wage economy"， 
family needed wages to support household livelihood. Daughters were sent to work in early 
age. Their marriages were prolonged to support parents' living. More children, as child 
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labour，were needed for family survival. Therefore, women were urged to bear more children. 
Most of those studies adopting concept of "family strategy" were correct in pointing 
out that individuals did not make their own choices independently totally. The domination 
of patriarchs within family was also illustrated. However, these studies assumed family as 
� 
an unit maintaining the integrity of family economy collectively or under household heads' 
control. In other words, family strategies dominated in any circumstance. It seemed that 
household heads' domination never failed while individual resistances never won. Although , 
some studies (Tilly and Scott 1978; Hareven 1982) noticed that not all of these three 
dimensions were maintained in industrialization, they did not conceptualize the failure of 
"family strategy" in their frameworks. 
2.2.2. Individual Autonomy in Family 
The argument of household strategies had been challenged by many scholars. 
"Household strategy" argument was correct to emphasize the active and relative autonomous 
role of family which was neglected by "breakdown" argument. However, the individual 
autonomy was replaced by family strategy. For instance, Becker (1981) proposed that there 
was a single utility function in family. Family devised strategies to maximize its own benefits 
and minimize its own costs by allocating labour and investing in different family members. 
Individual were subsumed under the utility of family as a whole on all issues related to 
family, migration, timing of work, choosing job, marriage, etc.. Individual autonomy had 
been neglected. If household were able :to. grasp new opportunities to stabilize household 
economy, why couldn't individuals accumulate resources to have their autonomy? Miy 
scholars challenged the assumption that individuals submitted to household domination (Ben-
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Porath 1982; Berk 1985; Morris 1990). Family was a set of people who have various degree 
of autonomy. The allocation of labour or investment in human capital was not simply the 
affairs of management of material resources. People had their own autonomy in the 
constrains by others. Therefore, family changes might not be initiated by household heads' 
"dictatorship". Individuals in family had various degree of autonomy to act on certain issues 
or even led the whole family to act. 
For instance, Ong (1987) criticized Becker's view of household economy, which 
t 
assumed household as a capitalist firm in allocating scare resources in order to maximize 
utility. Actually, family members earning different sources of income attained different 
degree autonomy from household. Wolf (1992) argued that Javanese parents in traditional 
villages were not familial with industrial employment. Therefore, they did not and could not 
exert control on daughters' decisions on participation in paid works. Pessar's case study of 
Dominican women migrants intended to prolong their stay in the United States against men's 
wishes (Pessar, 1988). Women intended to prolong the period of Avorking outside home to 
have more resources and autonomy. Bergen (1991) argued that family strategy was only one 
model of labour allocation. He categorized three models of labour allocation. The first one 
was opportunity structure. Both men and women were sensitive to the opportunities available 
in the market. The allocation of labour was only individual choice. The second model was 
family economy. The demand for wages and housework determined the labour allocation. 
The final one was the human capital characteristics which influenced the allocation of labour. 
Individuals participate in works according to their educational level, skill, working 
experiences. Obviously, family economy might not be the only one or dominant type of 
allocation of labour. The pattern of labour allocation would be the mix of these three types. 
Human capital characteristics and job opportunities of labour market enabled individuals to 
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have autonomy from the needs of family economy. 
The assumption of generalized income pooling as the resources for household strategy 
had also been challenged. Fapohunda (1988) challenged this assumption in New Home 
Economics (Becker) by providing evidences of non-pooling household. He argued that 
household with a unified budget might be a special case but not universal. Family members 
might have their own budgets outside family one. 
The concept of "family strategy" was proposed to fill the gap between individual and 
structure in order to avoid structural determinism (Hareven 1982). But overemphasis on , 
dominance of family strategy overrode individuals' responses within household. David 
Morgan (1989) had pointed out that the concept of "strategy" contributed to bridge the gap 
between individual and social formation. It intended to enrich the understanding of human 
r 
action and macro-structure. However, the misuse of the concept of "strategy" would diminish 
our understanding of human agency. Industrialization posed new opportunities to both 
individuals and family as a whole. One should comprehend the pattern of decision-making 
within households by clarifying individual responses towards new opportunities. 
2.2.3 A Site of Conflicts 
Following the assumption of single utility function, household decision making was 
a smooth process with less conflicts. Familial members were willing to conform in household 
heads, arrangement or reached consensus on economic activities of all family members and 
the division of labour. 
Graham Crow (1989) argued that the use of the concept of "strategy" usually referred 
to "connotation of comprehensiveness, coherence, long-term perspectives and consciousness" 
action. However, "the rationality applying to one-off-game-like situations does not apply to 
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long term social relationships" (p. 18). Many strategies were not implemented according to 
a clear utility function, but developed during the process over lengthy period of time. During 
the process, agents were interacting with one another but not subsumed under family utility 
function. Conflicts, bargaining, etc., were inevitable in human interactions. 
By industrialization, individuals not only grasped opportunities to have their own 
autonomy, but also challenged the arrangements within household. Actually, the studies of 
Hareven, Tilly and Scott and other researchers also showed the conflicts between individuals 
I 
and household heads, as representatives of family, although they did not revise their 
understandings of family. Roldan (1988) studied the case of Mexican female domestic 
outworkers. Although the wages were so low and their participation was still bounded in the 
household, women were empowered by paid works to renegotiate with husbands on the 
martial affairs. Wolf (1992) found that industrial works enabled women to expand their 
options on timing of marriage and choosing spouse. They also had more room for negotiation 
with parents and escaped from arranged marriage. ‘ 
Diana Wol f s case of Javanese women workers attempted to challenge the concept of 
"family strategy". She argued that the assumptions of household strategies had prevented 
researchers from recognizing the conflicts, contradictions and negotiations within household 
(Wolf 1992: P.19). She quoted the research of Henry Selby and other researchers to 
summarize the nature of household, ” [a] site of conflict, a locus of contradictions and a field 
of negotiations without a single decision-making head.”（p.l9，quoted from Selby et al. 1990， 
P.65) 
Therefore, household was not a coherent unit with specific function (determined by 
system) or with single rationality on decision making. This study would concentrate on the 
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conflicts and differences among family members in decision making related to household. 
Family did not maintain its control on family members completely in industrialization without 
challenges. Individuals held certain degree of autonomy and also engaged in bargaining and 
involved in conflicts with household heads. 
2.3. GENDER, FAMILY AND INDUSTRIALIZATION 
In the last section, I had shown the limitation of "household strategy" by pointing out 
the significance of individual autonomy and conflicts within household. Among the studies 
on family and industrialization, women autonomy had been the main concern of many studies 
by the influence of feminist studies (Beneria and Martha 1987; Boserup, 1970; Cho 1990; 
Greenhalgh 1988; Maher 1981; Tilly and Scott 1978; Wolf 1992). These studies explored 
whether and how females in new generation struggled for their autonomy in gender conflicts 
and negotiation within households through participation in industrial works. The gender 
inequality and inter-generational changes were revealed in these conflicts. Generation and 
gender constituted the main divisions of household (Robertson 1991). 
Feminist researchers were sensitive to the continuity of women's subordinated role in 
household even after they increased participation in industrial employment. They argued 
against the optimistic view of modernization school that women would be emancipated by 
modernization (Goode 1963; Moore 196?). Tilly and Scott (1978) proposed three stages of 
family economy throughout industrialization. They devised the concept of "household 
strategy" to categorize three kinds of women's subordination in family economy. In the pre-
industrial time, family strategy was based on family economy in which women as household 
labour (not wage earners) in household. The reproduction and production works were 
combined. In industrial time, although the industries expanded rapidly, women did not play 
the same role as 麵 . O n l y when family in need and in financial crisis, they would 
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participate in work. Their work tended to be "episodic and irregular". Women were 
subordinated by family wage economy. Gradually, males could earn "family wage" to support 
the families. Females was required to nurture children for more time. Family as a consuming 
unit allocated much time of women from wage earning to domestic work. They argued that 
women were still subordinated by household domination. Industrialization did not bring much 
change to women's subordinated status and even strengthened the unequal gender relations. 
Unequal gender relations within household and dominations of capitalist industrial economy 
were reinforcing mutually. , 
Tilly and Scott's argument was correspondent with Heidi Hartmann's feminist Marxist 
perspectives. Hartmann (1976) argued that women were subordinated under two 
corresponding systems, capitalist economy and patriarchal family during industrialization. 
Gender stratification within household was intensified rather than dissolved by capitalist 
development although a lot of women participated in industrial work. Women were not only 
exploited by capitalist but segregated by male workers into low-skill jobs. Moreover, the 
demand for labour to do housework constrained w o m e n ' s participation in work and occupation 
prospect. They could not get as much training as men. 
Some studies on Asian women held the similar argument. They also revealed that 
industrial production collaborated with traditional authoritarian family to exploit women. 
They still could not control their own labour and their wages although they earned much 
money and became important f i n a n c i a l supporters in family. They were excluded from 
decision making of household and their own life decisions，such as schooling, choosing 
spouses，marriage, fertility, etc.. For example, Salaffs study (1981) on working daughters 
in Hong Kong argued that girls quitted school to work for family survival especially when 
there was the ratio of earners to dependents was low. Filial daughters still contributed to 
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family pooling and constituted main proportion of family fund. Like daughters in Taiwan 
(Kung 1983; Greenhalgh 1988), Hong Kong working daughters submitted to parental control 
on their marriage. Parents (and even daughters themselves) postponed the timing of marriage 
to extend the period of economic contribution to family economy. The remittances were 
controlled by household tightly. 
These studies enriched the understanding of women in industrialization. These 
findings told us how and why household heads maintained their power in household. 
Nevertheless, they rarely told us why women didn't resist. Women's responses, including 
passive compromises, steady negotiation and struggles, had not been clarified although these 
studies already noticed women's challenges to male authority. Understanding of women's 
agency was indispensable for constructing the changing family economy. 
Other studies showed that women could grasp resources to struggle for their spaces. 
Beneria and Roldan (1987) showed that although Mexican women were locked in the lowest 
class of job for their sex role and class background of family，they did not remain silent to 
any subordination. Those women worked as domestic outworkers. Their participation in 
industrial work through these subcontracting chains increased their economic resources and 
power in household decision making. 
Fernandez-Kelly's study on female migration and household change in Mexican Border 
industrial areas showed that women attained higher wages than men. The export 
^manufacturing industries favoured women workers rather than men. The advantage of women 
in labour market increased their power (but also burden) in management of household. Males 
lost their power partially in household -management because they were unemployed or 
underemployed (Fernandez-Kelly 1982). 
Wolf (1992) pointed out that industrial work caused the inter-generational change of 
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marriage pattern. Those women with working experiences outside showed more autonomy 
and power in negotiation about choosing spouses and marriage than their counterparts who 
remained in villages. 
These case studies did not have a very consistent conclusion. Some showed that 
women had certain economic autonomy by participating in industrial works but they were still 
� 
constrained on the decisions of marriage and sexuality. Some studies on Asian working 
daughters argued that women contributed most of their product of labour to family survival 
•r 
and received only little rewards. However, all of these showed that the transformation was 
full of conflicts. 
Moreover, these studies shared that women was not totally free and also did not submit 
to parental authority simply. Individual autonomy was embedded in complicated power 
r 
relations. As Walby (1988) argued that women were not simply the "reserve army" for 
household or capitalists. Their participation in works was not completely determined by 
business cycles and family reproduction cycles. Women restructured the social relations 
within various institutions, such as household, legal system, factory, etc. continuously. 
Therefore, the intra-household dynamics should not be analyzed as fixed rules, but 
fluid ties, in which individuals engaged in restructuring the original relations. Henceforth, this 
study emphasizes on investigation of individual-familial economic ties. It implies that 
individual engaged in complex relations actively, rather than being locked in stable structure. 
The detail analysis o f ind iv idua l - fami l ia l economic ties contributes to understand the relations 
between family and industrialization. 
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2.4. FRAMEWORK AND CONCEPTUALIZATION 
This study explores the transformation family economy through the individual-familial 
economic ties. Individual-familial economic ties refers to individuals' engagement in 
maintaining economic connections with household economy, including decision making on 
works, economic contribution, and other decision making related to family reproduction. The 
transformation of various family ties would not be in the same pace but dependent on 
configurations of individual practices within household. Therefore, this study concentrates on 
how agents restructured their economic ties with families of origin. Analytically, I categorize 
the individual-familial economic ties into three parts according to different functions in order 
to search the dynamics. 
The first dimension is allocation of labour. Traditionally, family, represented by 
i 
household head, exerted control on the movement of familial labour. The labour of family 
members is the most essential element for sustaining household economy. Household heads 
and individuals engage in affecting the process of labour allocation. This study investigates 
the decision making process on migration to Guangdong. 
The second dimension is control on wages. Wages constitute significant portion of 
household budget and became significant resources of household. Individuals' access to non-
agricultural income might not be transferred into control on wages directly. As many studies 
(Kung 1983; Salaff 1981; Tilly and Scott 1978) argued, while parents lost control over labour, 
the parental control on wages was maintained or even strengthened. The formation of family 
income pooling and agents' rights of access to this collective fund will be analyzed in details. 
The third dimension is control on life decisions (this study will concentrate on 
marriage). This part is not related to daily household economic survival but to the 
reproduction cycle of family. The family economy reproduces itself and maintained the 
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continuity of lineage by establishing new household to replace the old one. Sons are required 
to marry and establish new household to take over the residential space and assets of its 
predecessor while daughters are replaced by daughters-in-law. The process of life decisions, 
such as choosing spouses, marriage, etc., will be explored. 
This study stresses on agents' engagement in shaping their relations with household 
� 
economy. Agents' engagements range from passive conformity to active struggle. Diana 
Wolf (1992: p.23-24) even abandoned the concept of "autonomy" and utilized "female 
/ 
agency" to describe the complicated relations in which females expanded their space for 
activities. Agents engaged in coping with others with their understandings of the relations. 
They might submit, accommodate, withdraw or resist while facing various dimensions of 
subordinations in household economy. This study will adopt this concept to explore the 
practices of agents. First of all, this study will concentrated on the process of evaluating 
their situations in villages as peasants and making decisions on migration. Then，it will 
explore how they maintained or changed and sensed their relations with household of origin 
at a distance after they participated in industrial employment. Finally, this research will 
investigate agents' future planning for probing their economic ties with rural household in the 
long run. Through illuminating how agents (young workers and parents) participated in the 
decision making processes of different dimensions of household economy, the changing 
patterns of individual-familial economic ties are constructed. 
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CHAPTER 3 
INFLUXES OF LABOUR AND CAPITAL 
3.1. EXPORT-INDUSTRIALIZATION 
Coastal regions in China, like Guangdong, are experiencing rapid industrialization 
under the rule of Communist Party. The flourishing of these export processing industries is 
caused by great amount of labour supply from poor villages and capital supply from foreign 
r 
countries. These two forces constitute the social formation of coastal industrial regions. This 
chapter will introduce the process of influxes of labour and capital into Guangdong coastal 
industrial regions. 
Building export oriented economy became one of common economic strategies of 
developing countries after World War II，especially after the k lu re of import-substitution in 
many countries • Large number of developing countries joined the international division of 
labour. Governments were convinced that, by introducing foreign capital, they could solve 
the problem of unemployment because foreign investment would employ large number of 
workers. Meanwhile it was believed that through the encouragement of export processing 
industries, developing countries could absorb the technologies and foreign capital for national 
industrial development (Deyo 1984; Ong 1991). 
In order to attract foreign capital, "free-trade zones" had been set up. Low labour cost, 
less intensive labour resistance, tax exemption, etc., pulled many manufacturing capital from 
developed countries to developing regions. Since 1970s，off-shore industrial zones have 
scattered through East and Southeast Asia, Central and South America and some African 
countries (Gumming 1987; Fernandez-Kelly 1983: Chapter 2; Ong 1991; Lin 1987). These 
places provided sufficient labour supply, mostly from rural regions. The excessive labour 
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supply lowered the wage level to minimum. Moreover, in some regions, authoritarian states 
offered industrial peace by oppression of labour movement (Deyo 1988). 
By the 1980s, the original industrial zones have lost their advantages gradually 
(Fernandez-Kelly 1983; Liu 1992; Ong 1991). The labour cost is increasing and resistance 
by labour becomes more intensive than before. Corporations search for other cheap labour 
pools in undeveloped regions. China, with sufficient labour supply, is one of targets for 
capital. It is estimated that there is more than 100 million surplus labour in China (Zhong 
1990). The southern provinces, like Guangdong and Fujian, are also near the original off-
shore industrial sites of Southeast and East Asia. At the same time, government implements 
Open Economic Policy to capture the economic opportunities since 1978 (Liao 1992). 
3.2. OPEN ECONOMIC POLICY ‘ 
Open economic policy is a new era of economic development in socialist China. Since 
1949，Communist Party kicked out all foreign investment out of mainland China. During the 
era of Maoist China, Communist Party implemented the closed and independent economic 
policy. No foreign investment was permitted. Foreign investment was viewed as the means 
of imperialists who intended to invade China (Meisner 1986). At the beginning of 50s， 
government nationalized all enterprises by: compensation for those capitalists or confiscating 
their property directly. Thus, nearly all enterprises were state or collective ownership since 
50s (Macfarquhar and Fairbank 1987). 
These national economic policies were correspondent with the intensified international 
relationships, especially with America. Since Korea War，America imposed embargo on 
Communist China. After Stalin died and the criticism on Stalinism among Soviet Union, the 
relationships between China and Soviet Union became worse since 1957. The financial and 
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technical aids from Soviet Union were terminated immediately. Without any financial aid 
from outside, no matter from socialist countries or western world, independent economic 
development without foreign investment was inevitable (Meisner 1986; Selden 1980). 
After cultural revolution, the death of Mao Zhedong and the collapse of Four Gang, 
Deng Xiaoping and other affiliated bureaucrats came to power in 1978. They changed the 
economic policies of Mao's period. Since the third plenum of the Eleventh Central 
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party held in December 1978, government established 
"Open Door Policy". Government began to welcome foreign investment and encouraged 
private ownership under the regulations by government (Zhong 1990). In order to absorb 
great amount of foreign investment, Special Economic Zones (SEZ), like Shenzhen, Zhuhai, 
Xiamen, etc. were set up in 1979 (Liu 1992; Wang et al 1993). Moreover, some regions, 
I 
located in proximity with international markets, were set as open economic districts, such as 
Dongguan, Baoan, etc.. In these special regions, the restrictions on foreign investment are 
looser than other places in China. For example, new equity joint ventures are exempted from 
income tax in the first two years and allowed reduction in taxes for the third to the fifth years. 
Enterprises also have the management autonomy from state regulation (Nyaw, 1993). 
The investment forms include "sole-venture" (duzhi), " e q u i t y joint-venture" (hezhi) and 
" c o n t r a c t u a l joint-venture" (hezhuo). Another form of investment is "sanlai-yibu". "Sanlai" 
means processing, subcontracting and assembling. "Yibu" refers to "compensation trade". 
Foreign companies only need to provide raw materials, certain amount of capital or 
manufactured goods. They could enjoy labour services at low price (Liao 1992; Nyaw 1993). 
3.3. INFLUXES OF CAPITAL THROUGH HONG KONG 
The Special Economic Zones are attractive for manufacturing capital from many 
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places. Transnational capital intends to recruit more and more cheap labour into their global 
production, especially when the wage level in production sites around East Asia becomes 
higher. Many entrepreneurs in East Asian production sites intended to search for cheaper 
labour in China for continuing their production (Liao 1992; Ong 1991). 
Therefore, great amount of foreign capital flows into China. High proportion of 
� 
capital flow is through Hong Kong. Hong Kong as a manufacturing center in the past is 
changing to entrepot and international financial center. Intensive trading activities between 
Hong Kong and China push this transformation rapidly. 
Table 3.1 Estimated Value of Re-export 
Source: (Hong Kong) Economic Background 1988-1993 
Year Value of Re-exports Re-export/ Total Export 
(billion, HK dollar) 
1988 275 56% • 
1989 346 61% 
1990 414 65% 
1991 535 70% 
1992 691 75% 
1993 823 79% ‘ 
There is no concrete and comprehensive survey on the migration of Hong Kong capital 
into Guangdong or Pearl River Delta Zone. However, by investigating the export, re-export 
and import pattern of Hong Kong, we could assess the out-processing activities of Hong Kong 
products in China approximately. When Hong Kong still concentrated on export 
manufacturing industries, annual increasing rate of export was great, more than 20%. 
However, since 80s, the increase rate of re-export grew at a faster growth rate than domestic 
export since 80s (see Table 2.1). Great amount of goods (including capital good, raw 
material, semi-manufactured and manufactured products) from other places flowed to China 
through Hong Kong. 
Table 3.2 shows estimated value involving outward processing in China during 1989-
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Table 3.2 Trade Involving Outward Processing in China ($ million) 
Source: Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics April 1994 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
Exports 76,868 91,914 113,931 141.639 160,178 
to China 
Domestic 31,962 36,418 40,369 44,271 45,141 
Exports 
to China � 
Re- 44,906 55,496 73,562 97,368 115,037 
export 
to China 
Imports 113,581 145,103 197,384 254,013 295,203 , 
from 
China 




1993. The value of goods re-exported by Hong Kong to China (especially Guangdong) and 
out-processed products from Guangdong imported to Hong Kong is increasing (more than 
20% annually, Liao 1992). For example, Taiwan exported 76 million US dollars of goods 
to China through Hong Kong in 1993, more than three times of 1988 (Song 1994). 
In Hong Kong, local manufacturing industries also declined and many of them were 
relocated in China. The annual decreasing rate of employment in manufacturing sectors was 
Table 3.3 Persons Engaged in Manufacturing during 1980 to 2001 
Source: Education and Manpower Branch 1991 
Year Persons Engaged Proportion in 
in Manufacturing Total Employment 
1980 892,140 41% 
1990 715,597 28% 
2001 603,560 20% (projected) 
nearly 2% annually (see Table 3.3). The number of manufacturing establishment in Hong 
Kong was decreasing from 49,843 units in 
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1988 to 39,238 units. Coastal region of Guangdong had been transformed into export 
industrial sites while Hong Kong attained the role of entrepot and financial center. 
3.4. PEARL RIVER DELTA ZONE: REGAINS ITS LINEAGES WITH CAPITALIST 
ECONOMY 
The capital flow from Hong Kong into China has invested in Pearl River Delta Zone 
predominantly (Liao 1992). PRDZ is a southern coastal peninsular of Guangdong province. , 
It includes 11 counties and cities of Guangdong province. The area is 39321.5 square 
kilometers with 16.6 million people (Zhao, 1992) 
As Xu et al (1988) stated, in ancient China, Guangzhou, the center of PRDZ, was the 
i 
economic center of southern China. It linked up the commercial networks between the whole 
of China and foreign world. Great amount of mercantile capital was involved in PRDZ. 
Following the influxes of mercantile capital, specialized 'agricultural regions and 
manufacturing towns were established. Gash crops, sugar cane and mulberry leaves, were 
widespread in this zone. Silk manufacturing, textile industry, etc., were well developed. The 
petty commodity production appeared as the emergence of proto-capitalism. 
After Opium war, China was forced to open its entrepots for foreigners. It was 
integrated into world market more deeply. The grain production in PRDZ was replaced by 
commercial commodity production which was dependent on market fluctuation. Import of 
foreign rice and manufactured goods destroyed the subsistence farming economy and local 
industries. PRDZ became a place occupied by foreign and local businessmen. Guangzhou 
City was the biggest trading center in South China. 
In 1949, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) took over the mainland China and 
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defeated the Kuomingtang (KMT). CCP intended to establish an independent and self-reliant 
development policy under central planning. At the same time, as stated previously, Korean 
War induced America to implement trade sanctions against China. The business lineages 
between PRDZ and overseas were cut off completely. PRDZ was forced to restore to 
subsistence rural production because the economic connection with world market was 
discontinued. The local trade in PRDZ was also controlled by state commercial system and 
was subject to macro-economic policy, which emphasized on self-reliance and local self-
sufficiency of food-grain production and consumption. In the period of Great Forward, 
People's Commune was established to organize the food-grain production and consumption. 
Any commercial crop was banned strictly. After failure of People's Commune, rural 
collective were still the basic production unit of production. The commercial activities were 
still prohibited until economic reform since 1978 (Wang et al 1993). 
In 1978, like other places in China, agricultural reform was implemented in PRDZ. 
Within a short period of time, for the suitable natural environment and resources, agriculture 
was highly commercialized. 
After the central government affirmed the "Open Door Policy", in 1979, Central 
Committee and State Council decided to allow Guangdong province to implement "Teshu 
zhengche，linghuo chuoshi" ("special policy and flexible method"). In other words, provincial 
governments have more autonomy on economic affairs. The policy to restrict Guangdong 
Province by Central government is more flexible. .The setting up of export-processing 
manufacturing areas attracts influxes of capital from Hong Kong and other manufacturing sites 
(Liao 1992). PRDZ regained its lineages with world capitalist economy. 
In 1984，following the flourishing economic development of SEZs, the central 
government named fourteen coastal cities as "Open Cities" which have similar special policy 
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allowance as SEZs. In the following year, PRDZ was named as Pearl River Delta Open Zone 
(PRDOZ) which enjoyed similar policy concessions of coastal open cities. 
The economy of PRDZ is developing rapidly. The annual increase rate of industrial 
production rate was 19.3%. In 1993，the production value of township enterprises in 
Guangzhou, Fushan, Zhongshan, Jiangmen, Dongguan, Shenzhen and Zhuhai is 122.7 billion, 
65.03% of Guangdong Province (Zhongguo Xianzhen Nianjian 1993). PRDZ becomes the 
development center of Guangdong Province. 
/ 
Apparently, PRDZ plays an active role to participate in international division of labour . , 
It provides great amount of labour in low wage for continuing the labour intensive production 
of manufacturing. PRDZ is more attractive when the labour cost in Hong Kong, Taiwan and 
other former labour intensive production sites was increasing. According to an estimation, 
the labour cost in PRDZ was only 2-3% of production cost (more than 20% in Hong Kong) 
in 1991 (Liao 1992). The opening of PRDZ to global production and market meets the needs 
of industriar capitalists to search for cheaper labour. ‘ 
3.5. TAKEOFF OF DONGGUAN 
Dongguan is neighbour of Shenzhen. It is on the eastern shore of Pearl River Estuary 
and the southern point of Guangdong province. The area is 2465 square kilometers. About 
1.27 millions people live in Dongguan. Like other places in Pearl River Delta Zone, 
agriculture was the dominant economic activities in Dongguan in the past. 
Economic reform brought rapid economic development to Dongguan. In 1985， 
Dongguan was entitled as coastal economic opening area and ”City” (county before) by central 
government. There are 33 towns, in which thirty towns attain more than 100 million in 
production value. Three of them reached more than 500 million (Zhongguo Xianzhen 
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Nianjian 1990，1991，1992). In 1992, social production value was 20.8 billion. It was 
estimated that there were about 0.4-0.5 million migrant workers in Dongguan in 1989 
(Zhonggong Zhongyang Bangongting 1989). 
Dongguan is famous by its outward enterprises, especially those in "sanlai yibii". 
From 1976 to 1988，there were already 3420 enterprises in "sanlai yibu" and 6216 contracts 
had been signed. Approximately, there is about ten millions US dollars of income from 
processing and assembling foreign materials every month. The number of enterprises 
involved by foreign capital, in form of "sanlai yibu" or "sanzhi" is greater than other places , 
in PRDZ (Zhonggong Zhongyang Bangongting 1989). 
Table 3.4 The number of enterprises in forms of "sanlai yibu" and "sanzhi" in 1992 
Source: Wang et al 1993: p.35 
Dongguan Nanhai Shuende 
"Sanlai Yibu" 3500 1J6 ^ 
"Sanzhi" 4500 337 
The reason for the predominant role of outward economic sectors in Dongguan 
economy was great amount of overseas connections. Before economic reform, there were 
already many people who immigrated to Hong Kong legally or illegally. It was estimated that 
about 0.6 million Hong Kong people came from Dongguan. Even after economic reform, 
emigration rate was still high. During 1978-1979, there were still 4000 people emigrate to 
Hong Kong illegally (Zhonggong Zhongyang Bangongting, 1989). Since 1978, some of these 
immigrants who had saved some money in Hong Kong invested in Dongguan (Zhonggong 
Zhongyang Bangongting, 1989; Johnson, 1993). Although Dongguan is not recognized as 
special economic zone，like Shenzhen or Zhuhai, it is famous by its outwards economic 
development, especially "sanlai-yibu" investment. Through kinship connections, the 
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foundation of outward industrialization is formed. Now, Dongguan is named as one of 
"Guangdong Little Tigers"�. In other words, the economic development of Dongguan City 
is one the highest cities in Guangdong. 
3.6. A NEWLY DEVELOPED INDUSTRIAL TOWN: TOWN C 
Most of the migrant workers studied in this thesis worked in one of industrial towns 
of Dongguan, Town C. It is composed of 23 subdistricts and 211 villages with 53000 people 
(data of 1989) (Zhonggong Zhongyang Bangongting 1989). Before economic reform, it was 
a poor town. Except food grain, there were only plantation of fruit and petty manufacturing. 
After economic reform, this was transformed into a great industrial town by great amount of 
foreign investment. In 1979，the first enterprise of "sanlai yibu" was opened. In 1989, there 
were 200 enterprises of "sanlai yibu". The processing fees were about 96 million Hong Kong 
dollars per year, about one-third of Dongguan City. In 1989, there were more than 20,000 
workers in enterprises of "sanlai yibu" (Cooper and Pan, 1993; Zhongguo Xianzhen Nianjian 
1990). 
The core district of Town C is the mix of recreational and industrial centers. There 
is a big and well established hotel in the center of Town C. There are also many restaurants, 
shopping centers and karaok nightclubs, etc.. These are places not for ordinary workers, but 
only for some local people and most for foreigners from Hong Kong and Taiwan. Next to 
these places of entertainment is Jiada Toy Factory which was the biggest enterprise in this 
town. The scale of Jiada Toy Factory is as large as a small industrial town. In 1993，I was 
told that this factory employed more than ten thousand workers. The dormitories and the 
production site are on the both sides of the central highway. 
2. Other "Tigers" are Nanhai, Shunde and Panyu. 
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Between those recreational and industrial areas, there are some small and old flats. 
Local people and some migrants engage in small retailing in the ground floors of these flats. 
The most busy place is the avenue from highway to dormitories. Workers purchase 
necessities and snacks from the small shops and peddling. The combination of dormitories, 
shops，peddling, factory is a small community within core district of Town C. Around the 
core district, many subdistricts are developing now. Some are developed from farm land. 
For example, a new industrial subdistrict called as Fada industrial area is developed by 
Taiwanese businessmen. A few of my informants worked in one glass factory in this area. 
In these areas, unlike core district, there is few facilities except factories. Usually, people 
took .mini-bus to core district to buy necessities. Other small industrial districts are developed 
from small market places in which the factories are usually smaller. For instance, three of 
my informants worked in a small toy factory located in an industrial area near a market place. 
Town C, Dongguan and PRDZ experiences their own economic development by 
absorbing foreign capital. This region captures their advantage-positions in international 
division of labour. It is integrated with world capitalist economy by receiving capital 
influxes. Industrial development could not accomplish without sufficient labour supply. From 
time to time, the labour supply of coastal industrial development becomes more and more 
dependent on migrant workers form poor villages. Every year, great number of rural people 
rush to PRDZ for searching jobs. While the export processing industries flourish in coastal 
areas, what changes do peasants experience in reform era? How are these changes related to 
wave of migrant workers? 
3.7. POOR MOUNTAINOUS REGION: DAWU COUNTY, YANGGANG VILLAGE 
In my sample, most of them (19 out of 26) came from mountainous rural areas, Dawu 
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County，in northeast point of Hubei province. Based on the information ofDawu xian, I will 
illustrate the social and economic conditions of this poor village. 
Dawu County is one of 942 mountainous counties in China. It is located in the border 
between Hubei and Henan provinces. The population is 0.55 million. It is the western part 
of Dabie mountainous area which was one of poorest mountainous regions in China. Dawu 
is 154 km from provincial capital of Hubei, Wuhan and 98 km from the biggest city in 
Xiaogan District, Xiaogan City (Dawuxian 1989; Hubei NianJian 1993). 
Hubei Province, as the center of China, was flourishing since ancient China. However, 
the development was only limited in core areas and cities of Hubei. For example, Wuhan, 
the provincial capital is one of important heavy industrial cities in China. However, the north 
and northeast sides of Hubei are mountainous regions. Transportation is inconvenient (it takes 
f 
eight hours from Wuhan to Dawu County crossing the mountains by vehicle) and the natural 
resources are inadequate in Dawu County. It is incapable of developing as a commercial 
center or having prosperity in agricultural production. Like many poor villages in other 
places, Dawu was a peasant revolutionary base in Communist Revolution (Dawu 1989). 
Dawu County remains in small peasant subsistence economy for a long time. 
Communist Revolution did not bring much change in peasant economy to this county. Like 
other rural areas, it experienced collectivization and now family production is restored. As 
the local people said, the agricultural production have been enhanced to the level of sufficient 
subsistence. Through technological progress, the amount of agricultural output increases. The 
living standard of Dawu is not the worst one now, especially compared with other villages 
in distant provinces. It is above the poverty line of annual income of $200 per capita. 
However, the economic gap between Dawu and coastal areas is sufficient to attract so many 
people to come to Guangdong. The comparison between some indices of Dawu and 
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Dongguan can illustrate the regional differences (Table 3.5). 
Table 3.5 The Comparison between Dawu county and Dongguan city in four indices in 1992 
Source: Guangdong Tongji Nianjian 1993; Hubei Nianjian 1993 
* renminbi per year 
Dawu County > Dongguan City 
Population 0.55 million 1.27 million 
Social Production Value $0.97 billion $20.8 billion 
Income of Peasant (*) $ 513 $1519 
I 
Income of urban resident $1905 $5253 
I (*) 
In Dawu County, peasants participated in few commercial activities out of the land. 
Like ordinary peasants, their economic activities are limited in,a geographical boundary. They 
would go to marketplace and schools about one to two kilometre away. Their livelihood is 
dependent on subsistence farming. However, landholding is small. The landholding per 
capita is only half of the national average level. The area of arable land in Dawu is 0.38 
million mu (national landholding per capita is about 0.7 mu). Cash income comes from 
livestock and sales of grain food. Their annual household cash income is only about one 
thousand dollars (before paying tax) (Hubei Nianjian 1993). 
Although Dawu people also welcome economic reform, unlike in PRDZ, recent 
economic reform policy does not bring much change to them. As they said, ”the difference 
is the freedom of production." Land is no longer owned by the government but by the family. 
They have freedom on farming. However, the improvement of livelihood is not as great as 
in Guangdong. 
The situations of rural household will be illustrated by a village, Yanggang. I had 
collected some local census data of 1990 in 1992 from cadres in Yanggang village. 
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According to census data，there were 1119 people living in this village. The family size was 
small, 3.88 people per household. Ordinarily, the family was mainly nuclear and some were 
stem families. 
In 1990, more than 98% of rural households in Yanggang Village were still dependent 
on land�However， the number of agricultural producers are decreasing while others, like 
peasant workers, businessmen, entrepreneurs, etc., are increasing. In accordance with 
incomplete estimation, in China only 65% people in countryside were agricultural producers 
(Liu, 1993). Actually, no systematic official data on emigration to work temporarily was . 
available, i.e. leaving land without changing household registration. In spite of this, I could 
provide a rough picture to describe the emigration to outside in Yanggang Village. According 
to records of some village groups (there were 11 groups in Yanggang Village), there are some 
- I 
remarks indicating who had emigrated to where in census. The records of first group and the 
information provided by some informants show an outflow of youths. In the first group of 
Yanggang Village, there were ten young people around 18-24', seven of them left for 
Guangdong in 1990 (those commuted from home to towns nearby every day were not 
included). 
The income source of these rural households is no longer only family farming and 
sideline production. Wage earning became the main cash income. Among my informants, 
the proportion of wage earning in family fund was 53.1%. The highest proportion 藝 W/o. 
The integration of Dawu County with world capitalist economy is through selling of young 
labour force for remunerations. These low developed areas gain their benefits from economic 
reform by commodification of labour in order to receive the remittances from coastal 
production sites. 
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3.8. REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN EXPERIENCING ECONOMIC REFORM 
The differences between Dongguan and Dawu reflect that the impact of economic 
reform varies with regional differences in China. Dongguan City and Dawu County differ in 
their geographical positions in international economy. The trajectories of economic 
development in these two areas are not the same. 
Dongguan is located in the southern shore of China which is near Hong Kong and 
other well-developed cities. It develops along the influxes of foreign capital and advantage 
position in Asia-Pacific regional economy. As Liao and other researchers argued (Liao 1992), 
the development of PRDZ is caused not mainly by central subsidiaries. Flexible policy is the 
most important. In other words, flexible policy enables Dongguan to join international 
division of labour, attract foreign capital and pursue international market. The integration of 
f 
PRDZ with world capitalist economy promotes the local capital accumulation in Dongguan 
and also PRDZ. These areas are merged with world economy through taking up labour 
intensive production process from global production institutions.‘ 
The encouragement of private economy and restoration of peasants' production 
autonomy do not create similar effect on interior areas, like mountainous counties. These 
areas fail to advance their local industrialization without capital and market. The peasants can 
only sell their own labour force to exchange for money. These areas are integrated with 
world economy through proletarianization or semi-proletarianization. Hence, those people in 
poor areas do not follow the path of developed areas simply. Their different positions 
structured their development trajectories. 
In addition, these two paths are reinforcing mutually. Peasant workers constitute 
excessive labour supply for industrial development in coastal areas. Export-industrialization 
in coastal regions depends on the supply of cheap labour. Influxes of manufacturing capital 
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provided job opportunities to peasant workers. The influxes of capital and labour contribute 





DECLINE OF PARENTAL CONTROL ON LABOUR ALLOCATION 
4.1. DIFFERENT POINTS OF DEPARTURE 
In this chapter, I examine the decision-making processes of migration to Guangdong. 
I 
In other words, I explore how family members engaged in deciding on the issue of labour 
allocation. This chapter aims at revealing whether family strategy could dominate labour 
allocation while industrialization offered economic opportunities to young peasants and their , 
rural households. 
• In this study, individuals engaged in transforming the mode of decision making, i.e. 
the individual-familial relations, on labour allocation. Young people pursued their autonomy 
in controlling their labour. However, in the transforming processes, men and women had 
different points of departure to change their original individual-familial economic ties. Men's 
role in family enabled them to have more advantages in attaining their autonomy. Contrarily, 
women were confronted with more constrains by their prescribed role in family. 
4.1.1. Male: Extension of Original Autonomy 
Family subsistence farming was the core economic activity in village. Children in 
early age (around 6-7)，no matters whether male or female, had to do all kinds of work at 
home, e.g. helping mothers to cook meals, feeding pigs, etc.. The time except schooling was 
spent on working in the family, as this peasant workers said: 
"We have been working at home since I was a child. Once we were free from 
school, I needed to cook meals, feed pigs, fetching water. We are not like 
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those children in cities. They can study at home. Probably, I had never 
studied at home although I had attended school for a long time (graduated 
from form three). At home, I concentrated on working for family (bang jiali 
ganhuo)." (Yukei, male, aged 19) 
When children reached adolescence, females and males began to play different roles. 
The domestic and agricultural labour were assigned according to sex. As I asked my 
informants what they did at home, both males and females would say, "in general, I need to 
do all works". However, when I asked them what kinds of works. Males said, "working in 
the field" while females listed their works, "cooking, washing clothes, child care, etc". Boys 
about 14 years old or earlier followed their fathers to work on the field, not just fetching 
I 
water but ploughing. The labour in field was dominated by male household heads. 
Housework, especially work in kitchen, was not their main task unless there was not enough 
female labour at home. When I visited Yanggang village, I never saw any adolescent or adult 
man (including boys) working in kitchen or taking care of children. 
In family farming, the household head, who was male in all cases, was the main 
organizer of family labour. He coordinated all farming works. Young male members 
provided essential labour force in farming. Female members did housework and assisted male 
members on field if necessary. In family farming, children submitted to parental control in 
cultivation. " 
However, landholding was so scare that it was not necessary for all family labour 
working on land all days. They also perceived that family farming was only for subsistence 
but not for money. As one male informant, Yukei, said, "farming does not make you hungry, 
but you would never earn any from it. It could not make you wealthy too." Among my male 
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informants' families, less than two adult family members worked on the field. It meant that 
it did not deserve to pay too much effort on the land. Except going outside to work, some 
well-off peasants would commit in sideline production, such as feeding livestock. 
Independent Working Experience 
Although subsistence farming was dominant mean of living in village, most of men 
� 
had experiences of working in non-agricultural sectors. Wage work for men was the most 
feasible mean of generating income and attaining upward social mobility because they had few 
t 
options. The cash in household usually was not enough for developing sideline production 
and cash-cropping. They could not make wealth and have social mobility by local resources. 
Moreover, education also could not enable most of peasants to have better future prospect 
and social mobility. Males showed their disappointment about education: 
< 
"I was naughty in school. My grade was so bad that I decided to quit. And, 
in countryside, it is not useful to have more education. My two elder brother 
graduated from secondary school but they are also working on land. I feel 
there is no hope for me to have more education..." (Jizheng, male, aged 22) 
Peasants had so many difficulties in climbing the social ladder by education. One 
female informant's (Jiazhen's) elder brother graduated from university. As she said, it was 
not an easy task for a poor rural family supporting one child to study in university. They had 
to reduce family expenses to minimum in order to have money to afford one's living and 
education. After graduation, Jiazhen's brother was assigned to civic department in county 
town and also changed his household status to "non-agricultural household". 
Therefore, young people were more eager to do wage works. Only one male 
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informant had not been to work before coming to Guangdong. Outside family farming, they 
were not arranged by their parents but introduced by friends and local fellows. Anchow, aged 
24，said: 
"[young] people in village went to work together... That broker also came from 
� 
our county. We worked in construction sites... My parents knew that we could 
not earn much money outside. They did not have any expectation on our 
works". 
Men began their independent working experiences at early age. One male workers had 
worked in town nearby in weekend when he was still attending school. The reason for 
working outside was that they "do not have anything to do' at home". Strictly speaking, 
agriculture could not consume all family labour in all seasons. They felt idle during slack 
seasons. Moreover, they could not earn any money in village. Xuewen，aged 26, said: 
"At home, we did not have money. We wanted to earn some money outside. 
So I can support my living, buying clothes and doing something else." 
The motivation of working outside was not purely material. The inclination to work 
independently from family showed their desire to become "grown up" and "independent". 
In family, unmarried family members were usually treated as children by their parents. 
They had to depend on their parents for food and clothing. When one reached adulthood, 
around 18，one hoped to earn their own living. 
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"I want to have my own independent living. Staying at home would make one 
never grow up. You would be a child forever…Working at home is no good." 
(Guixin, male, aged 18) 
Usually, male peasants would go to nearby places, such as market towns, cities and 
some affluent rural places, to work seasonally. They often worked in construction sites and 
were employed as seasonal helpers in the affluent countryside during harvest. The wage was 
/ 
very low, not more than five dollars per day, and the demand of labour was fluctuating. 
Although they worked independently from family, their subsistence could not depend on 
wages without aids from farming. Some of them commuted from home and work sites every 
day. When I asked them how much they can earn, one male peasant said: 
i 
”I had worked in Tianjin for half year. That labour broker grasped all the 
money and ran away. Only give me a little bit... I received twenty dollars a 
month." (Jizheng, aged 22) 
Although government encouraged the development of small towns in order to absorb 
surplus labour in countryside (Ma, 1988; Qing 1993), there was no sufficient job opportunity 
a n d s e c u r i t y i n l a b o u r market Therefore, many of them could not live on their wages. Only 
few earned stable and enough income from wage work to support themselves before migrating 
to Guangdong. 
The amount of income from working near their home was small. It could only support 
触 living in towns and cities. As a temporary and foreign (they were viewed as outsiders 
even in places near their villages) workers，they were not promised to be paid fixed salary. 
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They had to wait until the project was finished. The brokers would only provide some 
miserable housing and meals. But they often did not pay them. Only one young man, 
Jizheng, could save money (about $500) by working in nearby towns after many years. The 
savings would be used in family expenses if necessary. He said that he had the right to use 
the wages. He spent it for transportation fees to Guangdong later. 
� 
Young people perceived that they could earn more money in Guangdong. Moreover, 
the attraction of Guangdong for males was also the symbols of "outroversion" and courage. 
Outwardness, independence and autonomy were the main virtues of new generation of 
peasants. They expected that working in Guangdong could expand their economic autonomy 
and horizon much more. When many girls, without any working experiences outside village 
before, had earned much money in Guangdong, men would ask themselves: why couldn't I 
< 
do so? Xuewen said: 
"…even those girls came out to earn money. They could earn four to five 
hundred dollars monthly. We could earn only the same amount in one year at 
home!" (male, aged 26) ： 
As one male workers said, those who remained at home were viewed by others as 
"meichude”，i.e. without courage, not aggressive enough, no expectation for the future and 
dependent on family. The expedences ofJicheng could illustrate this kind of judgement. He 
had a close girl friend in village a few years ago. After she went Guangdong to work for a 
few years, she r e細 e d home and refused to marry him. She thought that he was a "use.ess" 
讓 " m e i c h u c i e " because he regained in viUage. While the living of her family 哪 
enhanced by her wage contribution, her family also did not want her daughters to marry to 
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a poor family. Jizheng's family could not afford to buy family electronic appliances and build 
a new house for his marriage. Jicheng was frustrated by her refusal and decided to go to 
Guangdong. 
Obviously, family need was not the sole and main reasons for migration to work. 
Some young men ignored the labour demand by family and decided to leave for Guangdong. 
Migration might not be the outcomes of surplus labour in family. Although the male 
informants said that they were idle at home, the labour demand of family farming was 
/ 
fluctuating by season and young people were only "idle" in slack farming season. In this 
study, some men who were the only young male labour force at home still migrated to 
Guangdong. For instance, in Xuewen's home, only his old father (about 60) and mother 
worked on field. The work on the field had to depend on neighbours，and relatives' help. 
Anchow was also the only son of his parents. His family also did not have enough labour 
force on the field, especially during harvest and transplanting. The assistance from relatives， 
who lived near, was necessary. Apparently, the seasonal labour shortage in family farming 
did not prevent them from working outside. 
Deere and de Janvry (1979)，who followed the basic assumption of "household 
strategy"，proposed that workers came from poor household with sufficient able-bodied family 
members，i.e. abundances oflabour in household. In other words, "surplus labour" in family 
was the motivation of migration to industrial employment. The findings in the interviews 
showed that "surplus labour" in family could not explain individuals, migration. The most 
in^portant factor determining migration to work was individual preference. 
Decision-making Process 
Actually，before young men migrated to Guangdong, they already enjoyed the freedom 
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of working outside family. Deciding to go to Guangdong was only the extension of their 
original freedom. Young family members could arrange their own journey to Guangdong by 
themselves. 
However, some of their parents did not expect them to work in Guangdong. They 
objected against their plan to Guangdong. Even though they knew that their children might 
earn more money in Guangdong in the long run probably. They felt uneasy about the 
environment in Guangdong and worried about the "chaotic world" outside their communities. 
Parents feared that no one would take care of their children in a foreign place. Although their 
parents did not know much about outside, they had the impression that the lives in cities were 
harsh for migrants. 
Anchow decided to go to Guangdong four years ago after he had worked in Wuhan 
and other towns nearby for two years. He was confronted With parents，objection. 
"At that time, my family did not want me to come. They feared that I could 
not find any job and did not have money for living.” (male, aged 23) 
He quoted his father's view about working in Guangdong: 
"The world outside is chaotic. The wage is higher but the expenses are also 
higher. Earning money is good but whether one could find a job is unknown." 
(Anchow，s father, aged 47) 
Young men negotiated with their parents. Usually, they could settle down 
„ e n t . AS 一 s a i M h e i r p _ t _ p t e d their 一 reluctantly. Amo 明 my male 
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informants, no male worker had unresolved conflicts on the issue of emigration to Guangdong. 
Parents agreed on their migration when they were convinced that children were capable of 
sustaining daily living. The compromise with parents was not quite difficult for males 
because they already enjoyed their own autonomy before migrating to Guangdong. 




4.1.2. Females: From Dependent to Independent , 
Daughter' works at home were assigned by their parents, usually by mother. Unlike 
young men, daughters did not have opportunities to work outside family management. 
Mothers were relieved of the burden of housework by daughters' help. Occasionally, they 
i 
needed to help their relatives' for doing housework. Cooking meals was the most important 
work for female family members. They had to prepare three meals, breakfast, lunch and 
dinner, every day. : 
In villages, female kin shared the work of child care among one another. Usually， 
daughters took care of their younger brothers and sisters. They also had to look after their 
elder brothers' and sisters' children if necessary. For example, one of my female informant, 
jiazhen, took care of her brother, offsprings before she went to Guangdong. Her sister-in-law 
could not afford to take care of two children in early age. 
They also performed agricultural tasks if necessary，e.g. at harvest time. However, in 
the field, girls and boys also played different roles. Boys were responsible in all main works， 
like ploughing and sowing while girls' tasks were secondary，e.g. pulling out the weeds， 
fetching water and sometimes reaping. 
Both women and men did not view housework as "productive". When I asked women 
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migrant workers what they did at home, they used the word of "stay" ("dai") or "play" 
("wan"). Their perception about their own works at home was different from males. Men 
said that they were "working" ("genhuo") at home. 
Contrary to male peasants, female members' activities were rarely beyond their 
families and their villages. Among my informants, no female had been to cities for wage 
works before migration to Guangdong. However, women would learn some skills, e.g. 
making clothes. Although many of them had learnt sewing in countryside, their skill was only 
( 
for making clothes for family members and rarely for earning money. Only one woman, 
Qingqing, told me that she had made clothes for other villagers and received very low 
remuneration (one to two dollars per unit) many years ago. She was arranged by her mother 
to join the training course for sewing. Her mother expected her to make clothes for family. 
Sometimes, her mother would told her to make clothes for other villagers and earned a few 
dollars. However, she ceased to be a "tailor" after marriage. She spent most of her time on 
the housework until she decided to go to Guangdong. Unlike sons, daughters were not 
encouraged to participate in wage work. Parents preferred the girls to help them to do 
housework at home or in relatives' household. Certainly, they were not paid. They treated 
it as "playing" ("wan"), i.e. leaving home but not making money or working on land. Aifang 
said: 
’,I have been to play in my aunt's house. My mother told me to go. I have 
spent three months... I helped her cooking meals and washing clothes." 
(female, aged 17) 
All of these works were arranged by parents. Females could not have their 麵 
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migrant workers what they did at home, they used the word of "stay" ("dai") or "play" 
("wan"). Their perception about their own works at home was different from males. Men 
said that they were "working" ("genhuo") at home. 
Contrary to male peasants, female members' activities were rarely beyond their 
families and their villages. Among my informants, no female had been to cities for wage 
works before migration to Guangdong. However, women would learn some skills, e.g. 
making clothes. Although many of them had learnt sewing in countryside, their skill was only 
t 
for making clothes for family members and rarely for earning money. Only one woman, 
Qingqing, told me that she had made clothes for other villagers and received very low 
remuneration (one to two dollars per unit) many years ago. She was arranged by her mother 
to join the training course for sewing. Her mother expected her to make clothes for family. 
Sometimes, her mother would told her to make clothes for other villagers and earned a few 
dollars. However, she ceased to be a "tailor" after marriage. She spent most of her time on 
the housework until she decided to go to Guangdong. Unlike'sons, daughters were not 
encouraged to participate in wage work. Parents preferred the girls to help them to do 
housework at home or in relatives' household. Certainly, they were not paid. They treated 
it as "playing” ("wan")，i.e. leaving home but not making money or working on land. Aifang 
said: 
,•1 have been to play in my aunt's house. My^  mother told me to go. I have 
spent three months... I helped her cooking meals and washing clothes." 
(female, aged 17) 
All of these works were arranged by parents. Females could not have their own 
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working experiences in village. They were constrained by their role in domestic sphere. 
Autonomy and Peer Group 
Females also hoped to have their own economic autonomy through working outside. 
However, in village or counties nearby, they were still constrained by parents. If they wanted 
I 
to work outside, they would be arranged to work in relatives' business. The works were un-
remunerated or low paid. Women had many difficulties in finding jobs independently. 
Working far away from home was the most desirable way to get rid of parental control and 
have economic autonomy. Heyan，aged 24，said: 
"I had seen other people in our village going to Guangdong. I also wanted to 
i 
go in order to have my own independent living and reduce the burden of my 
family... At home, we were dependent on family in every aspects. Working 
outside, we have to manage our own lives…” ’ 
Actually, emigration to Guangdong gradually became the norm of daughters in 
countryside. Qingqing, aged 28, claimed that she had viewed the changing culture: 
"When I was sixteen, more than ten years ago, two boys in our villages worked 
in here [Guangdong]. They wrote back to home village to ask us to join them. 
We did not dare to do so. Unlike those young girls and boys nowadays, we 
thought that we were still children! Now those of fifteen or sixteen would 
come here to work. In the past, all of us, whether boy or girl, were so timid, 
without any courage and did not dare to come..•“ 
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Shan, aged 16’ was a typical case. Her elder brother, sister and many friends had been 
to Guangdong. Great amount of young people left to Guangdong. Before a number of young 
people left village, they spent their recreation time together, like playing some simple games, 
going to market and chatting. Young people had fun from their own intimate peer group. 
However, the life in village became more and more boring and unbearable because there were 
less and less young people remaining in village recently. 
,f 
"I felt the life was dull in village. Most of the young people ran away and few 
would stay in village. I didn't want to stay at school any more." 
Later, Shan followed her elder brother to Guangdong and worked with her elder sister 
in factory. Although working in factory was tired and harsh', she felt that it was better than 
staying at home. She could have her own friends and also have her own money to spend. 
These peer groups of young people were broken down in village.but consolidated again in 
Guangdong. Some females migrated to Guangdong for the similar reason. Yuehua，aged 21, 
had quitted school for five years after primary school. She did housework every day and felt 
that the life was so boring. She said: 
"there wasn't much work to do. It was boring. I hoped to go and play 
outside for a while... There were hardly any young people in our village... 
Here (Town C), there are more people and more fun!" 
These peer groups in villages formed a pulling force to attract females to go to 
Guangdong. The villages were occupied by elders and children. 
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Similar to males, the familial needs seemed not to be the main determinant of 
migration to work. However, the pattern of females was more ambiguous. According to 
Deere and de Janvry's framework (1979), family needs of labour dominated in decision of 
labour allocation. Daughters were presumed as helpers of housework. The eldest daughters 
usually needed to take care of younger siblings and relieve their mothers's burden. In some 
cases, although there was no sufficient woman to do housework at home, daughters still 
migrated to Guangdong. For example, Yuhua, aged 24，was the eldest and the only daughter 
in family. She had worked outside for four years. Nevertheless, Jiazhen's experiences were 
different. She was also the only daughter at home (one of her sister were dead in factory 
blaze and one had been married). She had worked in Guangdong for a few years. When her 
elder brothers had the second child, she was required to stay at home to take care of the 
children. Moreover, her father and mother were seriously ill. She always wrote to me said 
that she was confronted with dilemma: 
“ I am confused now. I want to go to Guangdong next year. However, my 
family do not allow me to go. They said that my health was too bad [in a 
latter letter, she told me that she had to take care of her parents and her 
nieces]. But staying at home is boring... Elder brothers and sister had been 
married. I needed to take care of my parents. My father is ill and my 
mother，s health is not well. My family also needs money…I felt that my 
burden is so heavy. Next year, I intend to come to Guangdong again. Also 
I want to actualize my wish [she hoped to open a sewing workshop]." 
Her parents and elder brothers said that her health was bad and she was not suitable 
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to work outside. Gradually, she noticed that it was only an excuse. Parents and brothers 
wanted her to stay at home to take care of the elders and children. Jiazhen were placed in 
the dilemma between individual autonomy and family obligation. The dynamics within 
household was very complicated and could not be simplified by household strategy or 
individual decisions. However, one commonalty shared by females was clear. They had to 
face much more familial constrains by parents than males. Their decision making process 
involved many intra-household conflicts. 
t 
Serious Disagreement 
. T h e independent role of females was not accepted by family. Therefore, when they 
proposed to go to Guangdong, their parents' response was: "what could a girl work outside?" 
< 
Tingcui told me her father's response: 
”My family is not too poor. My father said that the economy of family was 
well and did not want me to go. But I wanted to go and he did not have any 
mean to intervene. He said，"what would a girl alone do outside?". He did not 
let girls come here." (female, aged 26) 
She could not solve the conflict with father. Her father did not agree and also not give 
her any assistance for migration: 
"He did not help me at all. He did not give me any money. I borrowed 
money from friends. At that time, I only needed one hundred dollars... I 
thought that when I came to Guangdong, my laoxiang would help me. After 
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I spent my money, I borrowed money from them. Then, I had my money 
(after worked in factory) gradually." 
It was not an easy task for women to settle down their disagreement and conflicts with 
parents. However, parents' sanctions could not prevent them from going to Guangdong. Job 
opportunities and assistance from friends enabled them to live outside without parents' helps. 
Among my female informants, three female workers even left for Guangdong secretly without 
I 
informing their parents. Unlike men, women needed to struggle for their own autonomy. The 
following cases can illustrate the differences between women and men. 
Both Anchow (male) and Yuhua (female) came from the same village in Hubei. In 
1990，when they told their fathers that they wanted to come to Guangdong. Their fathers did 
not agreed. Anchow and Yuhua said that there was no work for them at home and they 
expected to earn some money in Guangdong to assist the families. As a result, both of them 
persuaded their fathers to let them go to Guangdong. After they followed their co-villagers 
to arrive in Guangdong, they entered a factory in an industrial town of Dongguan. In 1991, 
there was a big blaze in this factory. Many worker (most of them from the same place) were 
dead in this fire. Fortunately, both Anchow and Yuhua were injured slightly. Then, they 
returned to home. 
After they recovered from their injuries, they wanted to come to Guangdong again. 
Certainly，their parents disagreed with them. Anchow explained that there was no good job 
in Hubei. The wage in Guangdong was much higher than Hubei. If he came to Guangdong, 
he could earn money to assist family. Finally, Anchow's father agreed reluctantly. When 
Anchow arrived in Guangdong, he could not find a stable job at once and did not give any 
money to home for more than one year. Anchow said that his parents did complain about 
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that. Furthermore, he brought his younger sister, aged 15, to Guangdong in 1992. One year 
later, after Anchow got a relative stable job in Dongguan, his father changed his attitude: 
"I hope you work well in Guangdong and earn some money. The son and son-
in-law of X in our village had earned much money in Guangdong and had 
built a nice house. His family is very honourable..." (a letter by Anchow's 
father to him) 
I 
However, although Yuhua had the same experience as Anchow, the relation between 
Yuhua and her fathers was different. Yuhua's father wanted to find a job for her daughter 
and expected her to marry. One relative of her family introduced Yuhua to a small sewing 
workshop to learn sewing. Although her family was so poor, her father borrowed some 
money from relatives to buy a manual sewing machine (about two hundreds dollars) for her 
and paid the school fees (sixty dollars per month). Her father expected her to become a tailor 
or sewing worker in towns or cities of Hubei province. After she had learnt sewing for three 
months, she refused to learn any more. She thought that sewing worker was not a "good job" 
(low wage). Moreover, she argued that it was difficult for a peasant women to be a tailor in 
town and cities. She felt that peasants could not catch up the new styles of urban residents. 
But her father insisted on arranging a job for her. Yuhua added that her father wanted her 
to stay at home in order to force her to get married earlier. Avoiding her father's 
arrangement, she left for Guangdong without telling her father when her father left home to 
find a job for her. Even when she got a stable job and remitted steady amount of money to 
home, her father urged her to return home continuously. 
Some girls were too young to bargain with parents for migration to Guangdong 
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Adolescents were assumed as "little children" (called by themselves, other adult 
workers and their parents). Contrarily, those who are more independent understood 
themselves as adults and "grown up" ("zhangda"). Although adult and adolescent workers' 
decision-making processes were different, working in Guangdong seemed not to be the matters 
of family as a whole but those of new generation. Elder brothers and sisters arranged 
adolescent girls' jobs without any concrete direction from parents. Parents only told their 
elder children to take care of the younger ones, rather than impose any requirement on their 
children. The siblings' control of younger sisters was limited to decision making and 
arrangement of job. This will be discussed in next chapter about control of wage on daily 
expenses. 
: � 
Apparently, males' migration to Guangdong was much more smooth than females,. 
They already had working experiences before and attained autonomy from parental control. 
Men expanded their economic opportunities in Guangdong. ‘ However, women were 
confronted with parental control and struggled for actualization of their individual freedom. 
Migration to Guangdong reflected the transformation of women's subordinated role (by 
parents) into independent role and the expansion of males' autonomy from parental control. 
4.2. i n d i v i d u a l s INTERESTS DOMINATED HOUSEHOLD 
Some studies on Asian working women (Greenhalgh, 1988; Kung，1983; Salaff，1981) 
showed that parents had regulated daughters' labour, including when to abandon schooling 
and start to work, where to work, and her wage, etc.. There was a explicit or implicit 
contract between parents and children. Daughters were required to contribute to parents. 
Young people in families followed the parents' directions to wage work. Therefore, the 
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opportunities brought by global and local economic changes did not free daughters from 
parental control, but rather reinforced the control. 
This chapter challenged the assumption of "household strategy" that parents had ability 
to dominate children in any aspect of life. The approach of "household strategy" neglected 
parents' powerlessness in certain circumstances. Actually, in this study, some parents 
intended to control over the movement of their children. However, they were incapable of 
doing so. Industrial employment in export manufacturing zones was novelty for peasants in 
I 
old generations. Unlike those young people, they could not develop their connections in these 
industrial districts, i.e. incapable of maintaining family apprentice system. Without any 
effective sanction and stimulus, peasant families were incapable of extending their power over 
their children from agricultural economic activities to industrial employment. 
In this study, the households of my informants could not allocate family labour but 
individuals made their own decisions to work. Migration to Guangdong was not matter which 
could be managed by old generation in household. They could not control whether, when and 
where their children go to work outside village. Even quitting school was not a forced 
decision by parents. They were powerless in control of the labour of their children in 
industrial work. Parents also failed to impose family needs as the main determinant of factory 
employment and migration to work. The chain migration was not family based. Therefore, 
against Hareven's case study, chain migration was not the outcomes of "carefully calculated 
family strategies" (1982; 1990: p.225). -
Instead，it was similar with Wolfs case of Javanese women worker (1992). She 
argued that "the only parental pressure exerted vis-a-vis a daughter's labour is to keep them 
home，not to push them into factories" (p.l77). Parents in this study even failed to keep them 
home. The aspirations, needs and pressure of new generation determined their participation 
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in migrant works. 
For men, the desire to expand individual economic autonomy by grasping new job 
opportunities was the most critical. Women not only hoped to have autonomy, but also joined 
and consolidated their peer groups and friendship networks by migration to Guangdong. 
Therefore, new generation had been developing their own new path differing from old 
generation. 
-
Old generation was "trapped" in peasant economy. Although old generation had 
independent landholding after reform, working on land was the most harsh labour intensive 
work and lack of reasonable rewards. As they (peasant workers and their parents) say， 
"farming is full of suffering (chiku)!" They perceived that farming was the most labour 
consuming but the cash reward was little because amount of grain was small and the price 
was low relative to industrial products. Moreover, the burden of farming was increasing 
because of inflating agricultural tax and price of fertilizer. Peasants, distant from flourishing 
markets, still remained in poor countryside for long time. The complaint of one peasant could 
summarize their attitude to the economic change in their village: 
"Economic reform have changed our life. It brings us more freedom which we 
do not have before (in collectivization era). However, the tax is too heavy and 
fertilizer is too expensive... We people in poor mountainous area only work on 
small land and could not earn any money."� (male, peasant, aged 40) 
Peasants of old generation who only held a small amount of land could only remain 
in his land without any other option. They had to stick to their land for household survival. 
when I had a trip in Yanggang village in County 
Dawu in 1992 summer. 
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They did not dare to take risk. 
Moreover, history of urban and rural segregation for decades cuts off any kinship and 
other social networks between rural and urban areas. As the peasant workers described, their 
parents, without any job security for peasants in cities, they did not have courage to take risk 
to work in cities. Rather than taking risk, they were willing to remain in village. For 
instance, Anchow's father also wanted to go to Guangdong after his son had been to 
Guangdong for a few years. However, he worried about whether he could find a job in 
Guangdong. Job opportunities were also inadequate. Before economic reform, they were not 
entitled to work in cities without official permission. Now, in spite of free population float 
being permitted partially, their household survival could not be satisfied by wage work. The 
uncertainty of the world outside village prevented them from entering cities. Moreover, 
women in old generation were still constrained in family life and their lives were occupied 
by housework, child bearing. Rarely, they had opportunities to go outside. Henceforth, when 
their sons and daughters proposed to go to Guangdong, they still could not accept their ideas. 
The decision of migration to Guangdong reflected the discontinuity between two 
generations. The economic opportunities brought by economic reform was still new for 
peasants in old generation. They even did not know to where their children went. 
I 
However, young people did not make their own decision without any constrain. New 
generation was not a homogenous group but gender divided. Their decisions were involving 
in conflicts within household. Th^ extent and nature of conflicts depended on gender roles. 
Males were accepted to have economic autonomy before migrated to Guangdong. Parents, 
objection against their migration was only worries about their subsistence in Guangdong. 
Young men expanded their economic autonomy to seek factory employment in Guangdong 
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easily after negotiation with parents. 
By contrast, women paid much more effort to struggle against the dependent role in 
family. They were not encouraged or accepted as independent earners outside home. They 
were bounded by their prescribed role in family. The conflicts between daughters and parents 
were serious and could not be resolved easily. Parents' objection was based on the ideology 
of female family role. In some cases, some girls insisted in going to Guangdong. For 
women, participation in works in Guangdong was the transformation of their passive roles into 








REINFORCEMENT OF PARENTAL CONTROL ON WAGE FUND 
5.1. GENDER DIFFERENCES IN LABOUR MARKET 
In last chapter, I had pointed out that men expanded their original economic autonomy 
from parental control through migration. Women engaged in struggles against parental control 
on their labour. The parental control on labour allocation had declined. 
However, industrialization did not shatter all dimensions of parental control. As 
proposed by "household strategy" argument, parents not only could control on movement of 
labour but also could extend to control on product of labour, wage. Thus, "family economy" 
was transformed into "family wage economy" with diversified sources of income. 
The mechanism of parental control on wage was high proportion of wage remittances 
and family management of wage. Hareven (1982) studied young workers in America at 
beginning of this century. She found that workers were subordinated under the control of 
family-apprentice system. The Wage was not paid directly to workers but to parents or elder 
family members. In this study, as argued in last chapter, parents lost control on labour in 
migration, thereby family apprentice system could not penetrate into industrial employment. 
However, the flow of remittances did not disappear without family-apprentice system. Some 
I 
, c a s e s (Kung, 1983 ； Salaff, 1981) of Asian factory daughters found that daughters contributed 
high remittances to home voluntarily to take up family responsibility. In order to save money 
for remittances, workers limited their own expenses. In fact, daughters' daily expenses 
depended on parents' parents' allowance. How workers developed the economic ties through 
remittances will be the main theme of this chapter. I will also delineate the gender 
differences on remittances and expenses on wages. 
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Women and men were placed in different market situations. Different market 
situations affected men's and women's remittances. Heidi Hartmann (1976) argued that 
sexual division of labour within household was critical to market situations of women and 
men. Sexual inequality in labour market was correspondent with patriarchal relations within 
family. She argued that men's demand for family wage was justified because men were 
assumed as main "breadwinner" while women's lower pay was justified by their 
supplementary role in household economy. Women were subordinated by patriarchal family. 
They were required to pick up housework in family. Their double burden prevented them 
from holding stable and well-trained job. Women were segregated by male workers to the 
jobs of low status. Through the segregation in labour market, women attained role of 
supplementary wage earners and men gained the role "breadwinner" in household. 
I 
However, household division of labour did not extend to labour market in Guangdong 
directly. Domestic sphere and capitalist economy did not reinforce each other. As Chafetz 
(1988) proposed that gender relations were produced and reproduced in both family and 
economy. The roles of daughters and sons should not be assumed as constant, but were 
changing in new context. Their roles were structured by the specific structure of labour 
market. 
In this study, although women were prescribed as subordinated role in family, women 
workers had the advantages in unskilled and semi-skilled labour market. In PRDZ, there 
were many export-led manufacturing factories. The employment of large numbers of women 
was the tradition of these industries of high labour-intensity. Like the factories in other export 
processing zones all the world, females constituted as the main labour supply of this labour 
intensive sector (Ong 1991; Wolf 1992). 
As the worker said, factories usually recruited women rather than men for operators 
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in production line. Heyan, a female worker, said, "working here is women's business but not 
for men". For example, in the largest factory in Town C，Jiada, there were more than ten 
thousands workers. Among the workers, less than one-tenth of workers were male. In Town 
C，there were many unemployed male peasants wandering and sleeping on the streets. 
Normally, small proportion of men were recruited as skilled workers. An ordinary male 
peasant, not well educated, did not meet the requirement for skill workers. 
Apparently, women and men faced different market situations. Women could find jobs 
within one week in my sample. By contrast, some males needed to spend about one month 
for finding jobs. Moreover, both males and females had limited skill and education, women 
got well-paid works easier than men. The average wage of my female informants ($382) was 
higher than male ($263/. The Contrast between the wages of Anchow and his younger 
sister, Aifang, was obvious. 
Anchow had been to Guangdong for more than four years. He had worked in three 
factories. In 1990，he began his life as migrant workers in Guangdong. His first workplace 
was a small and poorly established factory. He could earn about three to four hundred dollars 
a month. After the factory collapsed in a big blaze, he was injured and returned home. In 
1991，bringing along his younger sister, Aifang, he went to Guangdong again and entered a 
I 
small umbrella factory. His cousin was a director in that factory and introduced them to work 
there. However, the boss did not give them any wage. He only gave them basic living cost 
($50 per month). Anchow left the factory after a few months. He intended to find another 
job but he could not and his identification card was lost. Without any choice, he went back 
home. In 1993，he came to Guangdong for seeking jobs again. He had sought for a month 
and finally his friend introduced him to a new factory. His wages were not more than four 
4 One skilled male worker is excluded. 
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hundred dollars. During his four year working history, his wages were not increased very 
much and fluctuating. 
His younger sister had worked in three factories also. She came to Guangdong in 
1991. The first one was the umbrella factory which she worked with Anchow. Then she was 
introduced to a textile factory in which she earned two hundred dollars. Then she was 
recruited by Jiada factory. She was paid four hundred dollars per month. Although she 
experienced shorter working history than her elder brother, her wages were higher and more 
stable. The gender differences on wages and contribution to family were shown in Table 5.1 , 
(P.77) and 5.2. (p.80). 
Table 5.1. Monthly Wages and Annual Remittances of Female Workers (renminbi) 
Name Monthly Wages Remittances 
Xiaozhen $400 $1500 
Yuehua $2000 
Yangping $400 0 _ 
Ciying $400 $2000 
Tingcui $400 $2000 
Ciuxiu ^ $1500 
Zhu Shan ^ 
Jiazhen $250 
Qingqing $300 ^ 
Yuhua $500 
" T i l i — $400 $1500 
Aifang $400 $2000 
$400 
$400 ^ 
[ ^ u e n $300 $卿 0 
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5.1.1. Women: Steady Wage and Steady Remittances 
As many studies (Greenlialgh, 1988; Kung, 1983; Safa, 1990; Salaff, 1981) pointed 
out, industrialization of export-led processing zone did not bring much economic resources 
for 
women because women workers contributed to households in great amount. Meanwhile, 
household became more and more dependent on women's wages. 
The female informants in this study could earn steady wages. They conformed to their 
roles as dutiful daughters. Most of them remitted one third to half of monthly wage. The 
remittances in average was 35.6% of wages. They limited their daily expenditure in Town 
C to minimum: 
"My monthly wage is about five hundred dollars. We are all very frugal. 
Except basic living cost and buying clothes sometimes, I hardly spend any 
money." I could save more than two hundred dollars (half of her wage) for 
remittances to home." (Heyan) 
Most women spent about $100 per month (about four dollars one day). For their 
frugal living and relatively secure jobs, remittances were steady. Only one women workers 
/ did not remit money to home in cash (in gifts). However, four men out of eleven male 
workers did or could not remit to home. The advantage position of women in labour market 
enabled them to contribute to family steadily. 
Although women were not forced to remit fixed amount of money to home, they did 
it voluntarily. While they intended to have their own economic autonomy, they also 
considered about family interests. Jiazhen explained: 
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"When I came out (to Guangdong), I knew that I must give some money to my 
family (parents). My parents' health were not good. My family was also so 
poor. My brother was old and reached the age of marriage. I wanted to earn 
some money to help my mother and father (i.e. to help her brother to marry 
his wife)... Also earned some money for my parents themselves and myself." 
(Jiazhen) 
f 
Hence, following their role as daughter, relative stable jobs and high wages not only 
enabled them to build up temporary financial autonomy from household but also reinforced 
their, roles of family helpers. They accepted much more burden by economic contribution to 
not only daily subsistence, but also social reproduction of family. 
i 
For example, Jiazhen remitted money mainly for his brother' marriage. After all her 
brothers had been married, the cash needs of her parents almost relied on her wage work 
because, as she said, her elder brothers also did not have regular economic contribution to 
support their parents' livelihood. Even those in young age sensed their duty. Shan, aged only 
15 when she came to Guangdong, also intended to use her wage for family expenses and her 
brother's and sister's marriages. She took family interests as priority. 
Another reason for female migration to Guangdong was to pay for schooling of 
siblings. Ahyuen and Yuhua used their wages to pay for their younger sister's and younger 
brother's school fees respectively. They still remained some hopes that their younger brothers 
and sisters could avoid to do harsh works by having upward mobility through education. 
Usually, working in Guangdong was women's first paid job in their life. Through 
wage work, they reduced the labour contribution to family, which was not evaluated as 
"productive". In fact, this was one of reasons for working outside. They argued that working 
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outside to earn money was better than staying at home without jobs (but indeed, they were 
required to do housework at home). 
Table 5.2 Males' Monthly Wages and Annual Remittances (Renminbi) 
Name Monthly Wage Remittances 
Yukei $500 $2000 
Xuewen $100 0 
Beihua $1500 0 
Jingli $400 $500 
Jizheng $300 $500 
Huxing $450 $1500 
Bunxiu $450 $1500 
Ren Da $300 0 
Yang Guxin 0 0 
Lezhi $400 $3000 
Anchow $400 $200 
5.1.2. Men: Irregular Income 
The average remittances of male informants were only about 20.3% of wages. It was 
less than female remittances. Most men could not earn regular income from wage work. 
；S o m e of them even could not remit money to home regularly. Family could not depend on 
‘ t h e i r remittances. Xuewen, who came to Guangdong for four years, did not earn any money 
for home. He could not find stable jobs and income. When he was unemployed, he even 
needed to borrow money from friends to support his living. Henceforth, all his wage, except 
for daily expenditure, was spent to pay back the debt. Actually, males understood their 
situations before they went to Guangdong. 
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Some male workers, like Xuewen, even received a substantial amount of money from 
rural families and other family members, especially those working in Guangdong, during the 
period of unemployment. For some of them, their "working sisters" were their sources of 
financial help because their families were poor. Two women workers, Shan and Heyan, said 
that they had supported their brother's living for a few months when he was unemployed. 
Both of them had contributed a few hundred dollars to their brother. The case of Anchow 
also could illustrate that the transfer of money from other family members was important for 
males. A few years ago, Anchow did not have money for paying the transportation fees to , 
Guangdong. He received the remittances, two hundred dollars, from his younger sister who 
worked in Guangdong. When he arrived at Guangdong, he was unemployed. His sister, 
Aifang，had given him some money ($50-100) to him for about half year. 
Most of the males were not only incapable of remitting money to home regularly, 
some of them did not hurry in doing so. They did not limit their expenses as much as 
women. Although their wage was less, their daily expenditure was higher than female. They 
often said that, "I don't know how I spend my money. I spend all money before I can get 
the wage of next month". Most of them complained that living cost in Guangdong was too 
expensive. They often felt that their wages were so low that even for personal expenses were 
not enough. 
Their goals were to take adventure and grasp opportunities to have upward mobility 
in the long run. Actually, some of them had succeeded in making money for having their 
own business. For example, a male worker told me that two of his "laoxiang" had earned a 
few thousand dollars in Guangdong and then engaged in small business in his county. 
Compared with daughters, sons did not hurry in remitting money back to home for 
supporting household subsistence regularly. Two male workers even said that, "the main 
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target was to expand my horizon. I wanted to have a look of Guangdong." Therefore, they 
attempted to explore what they could get outside. Hence, they could tolerate longer time of 
unemployment. 
Many male workers had been unemployed for more than one month. One male 
worker, Jizheng, had been unemployed for three months in Town C! His living cost had to 
� 
depend on his friends' assistance. When I asked why he stayed for such a long time. His 
respond was, "it is difficult to find a factory". He seemed that he did not worried about 
unemployment for such a long time. However, the longer they stayed in Guangdong without 
employment, the more debt they owed. 
. T w o males said that they needed to depend on "laoxiang" financially intensively: 
i 
Interviewer:"You always borrow money from others?" 
Jingli:"! can't count how many times I have borrowed money from friends. 
I have borrowed for many times. I have received my wages of this month 
soon. But now I need to borrow money from friends. Next month, I will pay 
him back one hundred dollars." 
Interviewer: "how about you, Jizheng?" 
Jizheng:"! had just paid him (friend) back. I had borrowed two hundred 
dollars. Laoxiang received their wages. I borrowed some from every one..." 
Jingli:"Borrow and lend one another!" 
In fact, six out of eleven males had spent their wages to repay the debt in my 
interviews. A worker even explicitly stated that their living depended on borrowing and 
lending money among friends. 
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"In general, I borrow money from "laoxiang" this month and after I get my 
wage, I repay my money back to them. Then I did not have enough money 
to spend and borrow money again." (Jingli，aged 22) 
Among females, no one had stayed in Town C without being employed for more than 
one month. Two unemployed female workers had stayed in Town C when the factory ceased 
production for lack of order. They wanted to wait for new order in factory. After one 
/ 
month, there was still no order and they returned home. Women workers would not stay 
unemployed in Town C as long as men. Therefore, the debt women owed was also less than 
men. In general, they repaid the debt in two to three months. 
While female workers' proportion of wage contributions in family fund were 
i 
increasing，they became the main breadwinner at home. Among the households of my female 
informants, 52.3% of family fund came from women's wages. Among those of males, only 
17.2% came from men's wages. Male workers changed their roles from main producers to 
supplementary wage earners and even dependants, although they intended to pursue social and 
economic success for individuals and family. Sexual division of labour within household had 
been changed. � 
While peasant families concentrated in agriculture, men were main producers while 
women were supplement. After men and women participated in industrial work, household 
became more and more dependent on females' wages remittances. However, female economic 
significance in household economy did not transfer to having more power to access to 
household fund. 
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5.2. GENDER DIFFERENCES IN RIGHTS TO HOUSEHOLD FUND 
The capability of earning money did not necessarily bring about the rights to wages. 
Their wages were remitted to home and constituted family fund which was under family 
budget control. Many studies (Dwyer and Bruce, 1988; Scott and Tilly, 1978; Smith and 
Wallerstein, 1992; Wilk, 1989) about household economy concentrated on the budgetary 
� 
control. In other words, these studies explored the control of income flow and household 
fund. Pessar (1988) proposed three modes of budgetary control. The first one was traditional 
or patriarchal. Members gave all or part of their wages to a senior male member who was 
entitled to decide on income allocation and the payment of household expenditures. Another 
mode was household allowance mode. Household head retained the principal decision on 
some specific expenditures, such as long-term and costly expenditure. Other family members 
i 
could have financial autonomy in daily maintenance. The last mode was pooled income 
mode. Family members donated a specific amount of their wages to fixed household expenses 
and share the responsibility of allocation of family payment. These three modes differed 
mainly in different members having access to different components of family collective fund. 
In this study, as mentioned in last chapter, peasant workers went beyond traditional 
family economy. According to the categories above, they submitted to the mode of household 
allowance. Peasant workers remained basic financial autonomy in daily life. Household 
heads retained their power in certain significant decisions. The budget control on this part 
of family fund was critical and complicated. It reflected the gender differences on economic 
ties between migrant workers and their families. 
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5.2.1. Unequal Distribution of Rights 
Wage contribution to family was used as family fund, in which there were three main 
components. The first part was ceremonial gifts and daily subsistence (including paying tax). 
The second priority was fixed asset, like housing. Last of all was saving, including family 
saving and personal saving. This could be illustrated by Figure 1. 
wage contribution > 
— > 
Daily , 
Subsistence > 1 
Sc Fixed ‘ 
Ceremonial 
Gifts Assets Saving 
I 
Figure 5.1.The Flow of Wage Contribution in Different 
Components of Family Fund 
Wage earner, no matter whether adult male or female, had the rights to use and 
manage the wage (adolescent girls only maintained their financial autonomy when they were 
working outside home). 
"You give him (father) money. If you want to spent on anything, you could 
ask him to give you." (Jiazhen) 
Women and men showed that they had the rights to use their wages when they were 
at home. Actually, when they left home, the wages remittances were managed by their 
household head，parents usually. However, as they said，parents would consult their opinions 
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on spending their wages. As a woman worker said: 
"Now we have grown up. Parents would discuss with us on any affair at 
home. For example, before Spring Festival, he would talk with us when we 
should sell the pig and at what price..." (Yuhua) 
In the letter to Yuhua, his father and brother reported to her the expenditures in family, 
t 
such as buying fertilizer, paying debt, feeding livestock, etc.. I could not collect the , 
bargaining process on household budget in rural family. Moreover, the peasant workers did 
not participate in family decision making directly. It was impossible to judge whether 
workers sharing the rights to management of family fund was caused by participation in wage 
i 
work or by changes of life-cycle. However, at least, some of them would assign their 
remittances to certain items in letter to home. 
"When I remitted two hundred dollars to home, I also wrote a letter to my 
elder sister to use in curing my father's illness." (Jiazhen) 
"I told my father to spend the remittances in my brother's schooling." (Yuhua) 
From the descriptions by all my informants and comparison with the part of 
inheritance, the rights to management daily expenditures of household were basically equal 
among adult males and females. From the interviews, I could not observe any gender 
differences on management rights. Women could enjoy the certain extent of rights in use and 
management on family fund. At least, their opinions would be heard. 
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5.2.2. Transfer Females' Wages to Males 
However, the saving out of subsistence had different meaning for men and women. 
The saving by males were accumulation of both personal and familial property. For females, 
their saving were mainly for increasing the familial property and supporting male family 
members. 
Both females and males did not have personal saving which was independent from 
family saving. When I asked them whether they saved any money, they said that they saved 
money at home. They worked outside, thereby the remittances were managed by parents. 
Although they could bargain with parents, they rarely showed their objection against parents' 
arrangement. They accepted family management of their remittances (including for male 
i 
inheritance). 
Shan, aged 17，had worked in Guangdong for two years. She was the youngest 
daughters in family. She showed her dutiful attitude towards family. 
"After my elder brother was married, if my family do not have any need of my 
money, I saved a few thousands dollars by working here and then returned 
home." 
She took family cash demand and brothers' needs as priority over her own needs. 
Men's wage remittances were for family subsistence and their future expenses. Family budget 
control helped them to accumulate money for the future. 
"I sent money back to my father. He spends if necessary. If any money 
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remains, he would save for me." (Yukei, aged 20) 
While men earned money for themselves, they also received the wage remittances from 
their sisters by family budget control. Their sisters inclined to remit money to home for 
family uses, which included male family members' marriage. 
Under family budget control, there was a cash flow from daughters' wages to males' 
property. Male members attained their advantages through the male dominant inheritance 
I 
system. , 
5 .2 .3�Wage Contributions for Social Reproduction of Family 
Although women had certain degree of economic autonomy and rights to manage 
i 
family fund, women were excluded from the rights of inheritance. Although great part of 
women's wage contribution was put on fixed assets, like housing, they did not have the rights 
to inherit. In order words, they could not share the familial property with their brothers. 
For instance, Jiazhen's family had been divided after his brothers were married. His 
two brothers had inherited father's land and property. Although she had contributed her 
wages to home for her brothers' marriage, she could not get anything from the family. She 
could not participate in discussion about family division. Family division was her father's and 
her brothers' business. After division of family, sons moved out to have their own 
households. They were not obliged to support their parents regularly. The responsibility of 
supporting aged parents was on unmarried daughter's shoulders until her marriage. She not 
only did not have the reward for her contribution, her economic burden became heavier. 
Aifang also invested her wage in her brother's (Anchow) new house. Her contribution 
was even greater than her brother. In 1991，she remitted about two thousand dollars. Most 
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of the remittance was used for building the house. Her brother had contributed only about 
five hundred to home. Moreover, when he was going to marry, he borrowed about one 
thousand dollars from co-villagers for wedding. Without the aids from his sister's wage 
contributions, Anchow could not build his new house and pay back the debt for marriage so 
soon. However, it was certain that she could not share the new house when she left home for 
marriage. 
Similarly, Shan and her eldest sisters earned wages in factory. They showed that they 
would help their brothers in certain amount of marriage cost, including cost of wedding and 
buying fixed assets, such as family appliance, furniture, and houses, etc.. 








Figure 5.2. Nested Rights to Family Fund 
Source: Wilk (1989: p.34-35) 
This diagram Figure showed the rights to family fund shared by family members 
unequally. Generally, all household members had rights to the use of houses, tools and land, 
but only some had rights to be heard in management decision. Only male descendants had 
the rights of ownership extending into the future through inheritance. 
Although parents did not make any explicit contract with daughters, working 
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daughters, who contributed their saving to families, did not show any disagreement on the 
management of their remittances. Under family budget control, great part of their wages were 
transferred to support males, in daily living, marriage, building house, etc.. 
Females got their savings for dowry or other uses after fulfilling the responsibility to 
assist the continuity of lineage. Nevertheless, the amount was limited because family fund 
had absorbed great amount of their remittances. 
Susan Greenhalgh (1988) took the example of Taiwanese working daughters to 
illustrate that parents controlled daughters' education, employment and wages. Moreover, 
they used daughters' money for males' education. Therefore, males received better education 
and had much more resources for upward mobility. Through the process of household budget 
management with sexual bias, sexual stratification was formed. 
In this case, daughters' contribution enabled males to establish their household through 
household budget control. Males could incorporate females' wages in their savings and fixed 
assets in household while females remained in the role of "assistants" in family economy. 
They changed from unpaid labour contribution to family to voluntary wage contribution to 
familial property owned by male members. Most women did not have the feeling of 
unfairness about this arrangement. They viewed that earning their own money was already 
an improvement compared with their living in villages. 
5.3. HOUSEHOLD INTERESTS DOMINATED INDIVIDUALS 
This chapter showed that household strategy might dominate in certain aspects of 
household decision although not monopolize all matters. This case affirmed the definition of 
household as collective income pooling，proposed by Wallerstein and his co-researchers. 
Industrialization did not eliminate parental control on household fund, instead reinforced the 
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income pooling managed by parents. 
However, household economy did not remain constant in industrialization. Under the 
traditional role of family member, men and women played different roles in families. 
Although women did many housework, they were not viewed as "productive" like men. They 
were not the main breadwinners but dependents in family. Women's participation in 
industrial work brought them economic autonomy. They were not freed from familial 
constrains. They were caught in the duty of "daughters" and took up the role of "working 
daughters" who worked for family survival. 
Although women had attained certain, degree of autonomy of labour from family, they 
could not go beyond the control over wages by parents. They adopted the role of dutiful 
daughters. They did not abandon family interests completely. The poverty of household 
reinforced their responsibility to work for family survival. Vhe relative advantaged position 
of women in labour market in Guangdong also changed their roles from dependents to main 
wage-eamers in families. But the change of role did not increase women's access to family 
fund. On the contrary, their wages were managed by parents. Through the patrilineal 
inheritance convention of rural family, females' wage remittances were transferred to males. 
Therefore, although women took up the responsibilities of "breadwinners" of family，they did 
not get much more share of family fund, like male "breadwinners". They merely maintained 
their role of assistants in family economy. It affirmed the argument of Ann Whitehead (1981) 
that power in household was not dependent directly or simply on relative incomes or labour 
inputs. 
The labour market, which export-led economy created, did not favour 誰.They 
remained in unstable jobs and did not have steady wage remittances. They reduced their 
contributions, thereby they retreated from the role of "breadwinner". The significance of male 
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wages in family was decreasing. However, the household budget control on female sizeable 
remittances expand their access to more money. They were relieved of the burden of 
establishment of new household. They became more and more reliant on female remittances 
which pooled in family fund. They became more and more dependent on family economy. 
Females transformed their economic roles in family. They increased their economic 
autonomy from parental control and also significance within family economy. However, they 
were still exploited by parents budget control on savings. The unequal access to family fund 
was still maintained. They earned their money and their expenditures in Guangdong but not 
their rights to household fund. 
Males transformed their roles of "breadwinners" into "dependent" and decreased their 
economic significance in family. However, they only reduced'their burden and responsibilities 
but not their rights in family fund. By contrast, they expanded their inheritance by extracting 
females' remittances. ‘ 
For men, migration was expansion of economic autonomy from parental control and 
their dependence on inheritance from family. The decline of males' economic significance 
in household did not threaten their rights of inheritance which was the base of family 
reproduction. Males pursued their economic success by receiving assistance from females and 
rural families, if necessary. Females' wage remittances enhanced the subsistence of family 
and increased familial fund. Hence, males could claim to pursue the economic mobility 
without less constrains of family poverty. 
Parents tended to maintain family income pooling and allocated the resources 
consciously for household reproduction. Family members submitted to this household strategy 
by economic contribution. Individuals did not and could not establish independent saving 
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BARGAIN AND COMPROMISE ON HOUSEHOLD REPRODUCTION 
t 
6.1. HOUSEHOLD REPRODUCTION 
Family economy has to reproduce i t se l f�The concept of reproduction in this chapter 
refers to the process in which the household maintains its continuity through the stages of 
family life cycle. For the limitation of the data, it will only explore the household dynamics 
on marriages of sons and daughters. Other problems, such as fertility, will not be d i s c u s s e d . . 
In last chapter, I had revealed how familial members contributed to household 
economy for daily subsistence and family reproduction. However, this process was not 
merely accumulation of economic resources and allocation of labour but also conformity to 
i 
family life cycle. Family economy required to replace daughters by daughters-in-law and 
produced sons for inheritance and taking care of aged familial members. In other words, 
parents intended to control on family members' life decisions，such as time of marriage and 
choosing spouses, in order to maintain the reproductive process of family smoothly. Fei 
(1986) had proposed that this was the most important ties in Chinese family. 
Under the parental control, daughter had to follow parents' arrangement and control 
on her life decisions. Women's progression through life was marked by the successive 
transfer of her dependency from one male dominant household to another. Indeed，there were 
some studies (Arrigo 1980; Kung 1983) about the c a s e s o f daughters who acting against their 
parents，wishes，used their own savings to had their own independent living out of family. 
Some of them remained single and others chose spouses autonomously. Wolfs studies (1992) 
pointed out that although women attained certain degree of autonomy, parental control on 
daughters' marriage and sexuality remained constant Daughters could only have limited 
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freedom in choosing spouses and timing of marriage but not remained single. 
Sons played more important role in reproduction of family because they were assumed 
as inheritors. Sons had to inherit the family property and establish new household to continue 
lineage in village. In addition, sons were able and willing to take care of aged parents who 
were no longer able to care for themselves. Otherwise, the social reproduction of family 
� 
failed in the long run. Mead Cain (1988) had studied rural south Asian countries, India and 
Bangladesh, and found that about 10% to 20% of households had experienced reproductive 
/ 
failure. In other words, no successor could inherit family property and take care of aged 
parents because of industrial development and commercialization of agriculture. 
While most of my informants were unmarried, this chapter would only concentrate on 
decisions on marriage and household establishment. 
i 
6.2. FAILURE OF ASSIMILATION 
Proletarianization brought the opportunities for peasant workers to live and work 
outside family and kinship boundaries. Although the earnings were low, they could maintain 
their basic subsistence in cities. Henceforth, the assimilation of migrant workers from 
countryside into cities influenced the family life cycle in village greatly. If young people 
developed their own household or living for long run in cities, parents would lose their control 
on daughters' sexuality and marriage. Sons might not inherit family land and engage in 
family farming. The continuity of patri-lineage in villages were broken down. Family 
r , 
economy in village would decline and be replaced by urban household economy. 
However, in this study, migrant workers did not break down the original reproduction 
process. Migrant employment did not sustain reproduction of workers' household, but also 
daily subsistence of workers. Maintenance and reproduction of household was separated. 
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Burawoy (1981) and Wallerstein (1981) had argued that the functions of migrant 
labour employment was separation between maintenance and renewal of labour. The 
industries which recruited migrant labour reduced the labour cost by externalizing the cost of 
reproduction of labour to rural household. The low wages only supported workers' daily 
maintenance but not establishment of household, thereby renewal of labour. In other words, 
the wage was below "family wage". 
The separation between maintenance and renewal or reproduction was the pattern of 
specific individual-familial economic ties in industrial change. It was not only determined by 
capitalists but constructed in migrant workers' experiences. This section will explore how this 
separation were maintained by the context of local environment. 
i 
6.2.1. "My home is not here!" 
When my female informants were asked whether they would stay in Guangdong cities 
in the future, they were very surprised and said, "absolutely n o t . Impossible!" No worker 
had any idea of staying in Guangdong for long time� 
They thought that working in Guangdong was only temporary, not for long term 
("changyuen zi che"). They worked here just for "doing something else" in the future. 
Moreover, Guangdong was a foreign place for them. Heyan who worked in Town C for more 
than four years. She earned about $400-500 every month. She claimed that she saved a few 
thousands dollars at home and intended to work one year more and then returned home. She 
said: 
"it is not a place belonging to us. Here is too far away from home. My 
home is not here." 
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Apparently, women had the sense of homeless in Guangdong. They still viewed 
village as their home. Men showed the similar attitudes by different expressions. Jizheng 
said, ”…living here is too expensive... Home is still better for living, eating,... I even did not 
adapt to the rice here!" His workmate, Jingli added, "staying here is no good. The local 
people would not respect to us, workers". 
Both sexes claimed that they planned to return home after a few years. Guangdong 
was viewed as a foreign place for work but not a place for permanent residence. Even those 
/ 
who had been working here for four to five years were not willing to stay. The most critical , 
reason was the hostile environment with which they were confronted in everyday life. The 
environment included many aspects of work and daily life. 
» 
6.2.2. Split Labour Market 
In Guangdong, peasant workers always complained that they were discriminated by 
local people. The frequent complaint was unfair treatment in production lines. The structure 
of labour market was a main cause. The labour market in Town C was segregated, i.e. split 
labour market. General speaking, there were two labour market sectors，one for peasant 
workers and another for local people. Foreign peasant workers predominately occupied in 
semi-skilled or non-skilled manual labour. Those non-manual and skilled jobs were occupied 
by local people. As a worker in Jiada factory described the hierarchy, the highest rank 
peasant workers could attain was only group leader. No peasant worker could be on the rank 
of supervisor in production line and production supervisor. The ranks above supervisor were 
filled by local people. Foreign workers' mobility path was blocked. 
Moreover, peasant workers argued that the predominance of local people in higher 
ranks could not be justified. Local people could attain these ranks only because they were 
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local people and had personal relations ("guanxi"). Shan expressed her negative feeling about 
the "unfair" arrangement: 
"Without any doubt, we cannot attain any position of supervisor or above. 
Foreigners even have difficulties in promoting to group leader. Only those 
who are capable of working, beautiful and competent in dancing and singing 
have opportunities of promotion. Ha...ha.. Group leaders are required to 
perform singing or dancing in annual party. But if you are local people, you 
do not need to be capable of anything and even ugly, ha…ha…you can be 
promoted to leaders or even supervisors." (Shan) 
They were excluded from high ranks in the hierarchy of factory. The predominance 
of Cantonese in high ranks caused the conflicts between people from different locality. The 
informants from Hubei always complained that Cantonese supervisors and group leaders 
treated workers unfairly. 
"My supervisor is Cantonese. She (supervisor) ate noodles in production line. 
I thought it was allowed to eat while working. But when I ate my noodles 
next day, she scolded me and warned me not to eat anything in production 
line. I asked her why she ate noodles last day. She denied and confiscated my 
bowl! She was telling lies... Normally, those Cantonese supervisors are not 
fair." (Shan) 
They sensed that their status of foreigners and poor workers as the reason for receiving 
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the unfair treatment. Different labour market situations separated foreign workers from local 
people and also reinforced the peasant workers' hostility against local people and the places. 
6.2.3. Harsh Work and Danger 
Although there were also conflicts between different localistic groups in factory, the 
conflicts between Cantonese and other workers were the most intensive. Local people not 
only occupied the highest ranks in factory, but some of them were employers and manager. 
Among peasant workers, local employers and managers were notorious, especially in those 
small factories. These small factories did not have sufficient capital and always reduced the 
production cost by cutting labour cost. Therefore, the wages were low and the working 
conditions were bad. 
» 
They always complained that local bosses did not care about workers' health and lives. 
Aifang told me her experiences in a small toy factory: 
-- ' • 
•The working hour was so long, about 14-16 hours, in that factory. It was my 
first time to work in factory. I was not accustomed to the pins for sewing 
dolls' clothes. And it made my finger very painful…In peak season, we were 
forced to work overtime and even overnight. If you felt asleep, they would 
awake you and only give you some drinking. Then they urged you to continue 
to work…The work was so hard but they had not paid the workers for more 
than six months! They only paid some money (not more than fifty dollars) to 
workers for living fees. That was not like a "factory”." (Aifang, female，aged 
17) 
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They also argued that local bosses were not trustworthy that they often broke their 
promises. Jiazhen, who had worked in a small toy factory for more than one year, said that 
her boss had not paid them for more than three months. 
"He promised to give us but always delayed our wages. If you asked him for 
money, he would give you twenty or thirty dollars. The amount was so little 
that should not be called as "salary". He often delayed our wages for more 
than three months!" (female, aged 22) , 
. J i azhen , like other workers, did not trust in local people. Now she worked in another 
small toy factory. The pay was better than before. However, as she said, the boss was also 
f 
not reliable. He never carried out his promise. 
"Our work is piece work. If there is no order, we could'not get any wage. 
The boss expected us to stay in factory even in slack season. He had promised 
to give us "living fees" ("shenghuofei") when factory cease production. 
However, now, the boss does not give us any money." 
As they said, the work in factory was not only harsh, but also dangerous. Even in 
those large and well-established factories, workers' health was hurt seriously. Worker cannot 
endure for long time. 
Small industrial accidents happened frequently. After I interviewed with Anchow, he 
had promised to introduce a friend, who was described as an experienced worker, to me next 
time. After a few weeks，I visited him again and he told me that his friend had returned 
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home: 
"She had worked here for more than five years and earned much money. She 
was a paint sprayer. However, her eyes were hurt by exposure to paint for 
long time. She could not see anything clearly. Her parents had come to bring 
her back to home last week. I don't know whether she can recover. You see, 
no one could stay here for long time." 
t 
Anchow's wife, Lili, also worked in this department and her skin was irritated. In 
fact, Anchow had experience of industrial accidents. He had escaped from a factory blaze in 
1991. In that accident, eighty workers were burnt to dead. Qingqing told me that working 
here was dependent on "one's fate". One often met with bad factory: 
"A girl, only aged sixteen, came to Guangdong and worked in a warehouse for 
a few months. On the first month, her two fingers had been chopped by the 
machines carelessly. After two months, all of her ten fingers had been 
chopped!" (QingQing, female, aged 28) 
Qingqing's younger sister, who had worked in Guangdong before, was also injured 
seriously in a big factory blaze. She was handicapped and lost ability to work. 
Jiazhen, aged 24，had worked in Guangdong for four years. She had experienced the 
terrible factory blaze with Anchow. Her elder sister had died in this accident. As she said， 
she never thought about the future before. After this accident, she began to plan for her 
future although she did not have much confidence in carrying out her plan. But she was sure 
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that she could not stay in Guangdong for long time. She intended to earn money for opening 
a sewing workshop in her home county so that she could take care of her parents and have 
her own career. 
6.2.4. Localistic Antagonism in Everyday Life 
Antagonism between localistic groups was not limited in workplace but in every 
aspects of life in Town C. In daily life, there were many conflicts between local people and 
t 
foreign workers. The experiences with local people was unpleasant. Tingcui's expression 
could summarize this feeling. She had worked in Guangdong for four years. She felt tired 
of coping with the local people. 
"I decide not to work here any more. I feared to cope with the people here. 
It is very trouble to accommodate with them [local people]." 
- , 
There were many tensions between migrant workers and local people in the daily life 
with local people. For instance, once peasant workers had time, they would like to relax by 
wandering around the industrial t o 狐 They called it ”丽”（play). However，as they said, 
they were discriminated by local people in Town C. They often had conflicts with local 
people in shops and the small markets in Town C. As I walked on the street in Town C’ I 
also observed many conflicts between local people and foreigner. They argued that those 
local shopkeepers and peddlers did not respect to foreign workers. Some local people even 
cheated them. More usually, local people scolded or even beat them if those foreigners did 
not buy anything after looked for a while. Jingli, a male worker, said, "those local people 
often wanted to beat us to death ("wangshiU da")." Henceforth, they thought that it was better 
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not to walk on the street or go to shopping alone. It was safer to go outside together. 
Anchow told me a story about him: 
"Usually, we would go to shopping together, especially with those workers 
from Hunan. They are stronger physically. They know "wugong" (Chinese 
fighting skill). They could protect me. Once I went to a shop and wanted to 
buy a pair of trousers. So I tried it but I found that it was not suitable later. 
The owner of the shop was local. He said that I made the trousers dirty and 
asked me to buy it. I refused to do so. He was angry and wanted to beat me. 
• Our "dage" ("big brother")，who is very strong, quarrelled with him. That 
Cantonese was so scared with our "dage" and finally let us go…Actually， 
f 
while we are afraid of those local people, they also are afraid of us. They 
think that we are all desperate criminals." (Anchow) 
For being discriminated by others, they made a clearer distinction from those local 
people. These experiences prevented them from willing to stay in Guangdong longer. 
6.2.5. Distrust in Urban Facilities and Institution 
The hostile environment cultivated the distrustful attitude not only towards the people 
but also institutions in Town C. They found that they could not rely on local facilities. 
Peasant workers often complained about the public facilities. For example, they said that 
those doctors and nurses in hospital were unreliable, irresponsible and only for money. A 
worker told me a story about his workmate: 
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"One of my workmate's palm was hurt by a machine. His palm was bleeding. 
Accompanied by other workmates, he rushed to the hospital to ask for 
treatment. However, the doctor and nurse recognized him as poor peasant 
workers and refused to give him any treatment because they did not have any 
money in pocket. We promised to pay later but they still rejected. They 
quarrelled with those doctors and nurses. Finally, we begged our manager to 
talk with the doctor. Our manager promised to pay the charge if they [worker] 
t 
didn't.... They[doctors and nurses] only want to get money but not save human 
lives." 
Moreover, they complained that the charges of treatment were too expensive. 
Therefore, some migrants became "barefoot doctors" to treat the sick "laoxiang" by giving 
them some pills. Some of sick workers even returned home for medical treatment. 
Lili, had returned home after had cough for a few months'and could not be cured by 
doctors in Town C hospital. Moreover, she could not afford the expensive charges of medical 
treatment in Town C any more. She said angrily, ”I don't know why they could not cure my 
illness even though the charges are higher than that in our home county for many times." 
Later, her husband asked his brother-in-law to bring her back home. They thought that the 
hospital near their home village was much more responsible and the charges were more 
reasonable. Moreover, she could be cared by family better in village than in dormitory. 
Except hospital, they were also discontented with official departments, e.g. police 
station, labour bureau, etc.. They argued that they were not protected by these institutions 
because they were foreigner and only poor workers. Moreover, they were attributed to 
potential criminals. Therefore, their experiences with these institutions were unpleasant or 
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even terrible. 
Xuewen, a male worker, who worked in a toy factory in 1993. One day, when he 
worked in production line, a few policemen rushed in and arrested him and two workmates. 
After he was brought back to police station, they accused them of robbery but Xuewen did 
not confess. His co-villagers argued that he was innocent because they said that he was 
working in factory when the robbery occurred. Xuewen said that the police did not show him 
any evidence but affirmed that he was guilty. They even beat him seriously to force him to 
/ 
confess. Most of his "laoxiang" in factory rushed to police station and requested police to 
release him. Later, the policemen could not find any witness. His co-villagers and other 
"laoxiang" gathered some money (a few hundred dollars) to give the police and then he was 
released. All the peasant workers said, "they (police) would not talk with you reasonably 
f 
("jiang daoli")". 
They were so scared with the police. Jizheng said: ‘ 
"…police checked workers' identification cards. If workers could not show 
t h e m a n d have no money to bribe the police，…They would be detained. Then 
if no one pay fifty dollars for releasing you, you would be sent to a forced 
labour camp. You are required to work for three months harshly. After three 
months，they would pay you fifty dollars for your wages." 
Moreover, the practice of police was arbitrary. Some districts might implement some 
regulations, but others might not. Most workers said，"the police here only work for money." 
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Moreover, they rarely contacted with labour department. As said previously, the 
bosses often violated the labour law to exploit the workers, they assured that there was no use 
to complain to any official department. Few had been to official department.to ask for help. 
Four years ago，Jiazhen and Yuhua, had sent a letter to labour bureau to ask for help when 
their boss delayed to pay them for more than three months. For many months, they did not 
� 
receive any response. They said that it was useless and did not ask labour bureau again. 
The hostile environment discouraged migrant workers from having long term plan in 
a foreign place. They failed to assimilate into the local setting. , 
However, the failure of assimilation did not prevent migrants from staying in 
destination necessarily. In many cities, migrants established their distinctive community in 
cities (Tilly 1974; Tilly and Brown 1974). Henceforth the nature oflocalistic connections be 
I 
explored to see whether it facilitated migrant workers to build urban household in cities. 
6.3. LOCALISTIC CONNECTIONS ‘ 
According to some studies on ethnic competition (Boswell, 1986; Bonacich，1981)， 
ethnic antagonism and split market caused disadvantaged groups crowding into certain sector 
of labour market and even pushed them into self-employment or ethnic economy. 
Overcrowding in certain sector of labour market, self-employment and ethnic economy 
lowered the wage level of disadvantaged group. The lowering of labour cost then intensified 
the original ethnic competition and antagonism. The continuity of disadvantage position in 
labour market reinforced split market too. Through this process, the original ethnic relations 
were reproduced. 
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6.3.1. Supportive Networks 
In this study, peasant workers were not pushed to self-employment or ethnic economy 
in cities. They were pushed into the localistic supportive networks while they could not get 
any assistance outside. 
Migrant workers said that "tongxiang" or "laoxiang" were very helpful in such a 
foreign place. "Laoxiang" included all people who came from the same village, county, or 
even province. For instance, experienced migrant workers led their co-villagers to 
Guangdong. Some even introduced jobs to them. When they were unemployed, "laoxiang", 
would lend money to them and provide temporary lodging (living in friends，dormitory). 
They felt that they were unable to adapt to the foreign environment without "laoxiang". 
Lili，aged 22, was a women worker who came from Anhui. People from Anhui were 
f 
less in Town C. She felt isolated and could not develop close networks with others. She 
complained that her wage was low and she could not save up any money. She did not have 
any confidence in her future. She attributed her situations to lack 5f support from "laoxiang" 
and bad fate. The only workers whom she knew the best became his husband, Anchow, later. 
He came from Hubei. Although she met many workmates from Hubei during her two years 
in Guangdong, she felt it was hard to make friends with them. After she and Anchow were 
married, when she was in trouble, she got the help by his husband's "laoxiang” networks. 
Actually, her husband also hoped that she could join his "laoxiang". As a newcomer in Jiada 
Factory, she needed much help from them. The factory she worked had two dormitories. 
The dormitory which she was assigned by management was far away from workplace. His 
husband asked "laoxiang" to help her to get into the dormitory near factory so that his 
"laoxiang" could take care of her and she also could go to work more conveniently. The 
female worker who had helped Lili knew a woman in charge of room assignment. After she 
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lived with his husband's "laoxiang", as she said she became more confident and happier. The 
presence of "laoxiang" was critical for integrity of workers's life. 
As peasant workers said, when one migrated to Guangdong, the most important was 
"laoxiang". As Aifang said, "in Town C, there are more "laoxiang". I can be "dadan yidian" 
(braver). If I am in any trouble, I can get help." 
Therefore, people from the same origin concentrated in the same factory, department 
and even the same flat of dormitory. Through the migration chain, people from the same 
geographical origin (province, xian, county, village) gathered to work and live in dormitories. 
Newcomers used to go to the district with high proportion of people with the same origin. 
Then, the amount of "laoxiang" became a measurement to judge whether the factories were 
suitable for work. In Town C, the working conditions of many factories were very bad. It 
was hard to find a good factories. Hence, once one found a factory with many "laoxiang", 
especially those co-villagers, workers inside would recommend others to enter the factory. 
Worker would also inform their "laoxiang" about the working and living conditions and when 
the management recruited workers. Yuhua said, "usually, we ask ’ laoxiang，how about the 
factory. If we feel it okay, we go." 
One worker from Henan told me that a factory in Town C even appointed some 
worker to return home to recruit workers for the factory. In 1993 Spring, more than two 
hundred people came to this factory through this way. That factory was occupied by the 
people from same origin. This mean of recruitment facilitated localistic concentration. 
The mobility of peasant workers also followed the localistic connections. Workers left 
a factory for various reasons. Most of them left factory for lack of "laoxiang". They said 
that it was no good for anyone working in a factory without "laoxiang". One male worker 
said that one working "without "laoxiang" was like an orphan". This became the convention 
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of peasant workers. Aifang and Shan had left small factories for the same reasons. 
"I could earn two hundred dollars a month. But there was no other ’ laoxiang, 
working there. My brother said that it was no good to work without 
'laoxiang'. So I left." (Aifang) 
"Nearly all，laoxiang，left. My brother worried about me. So he told me to 
leave the factory." (Shan) , 
. U s u a l l y , when certain amount of workers from the same origin left the factory，other 
"laoxiang" would also leave very soon because they felt uneasy for being minority. 
Therefore, the localistic composition within one factory was quite simple. Ordinarily, one 
ethnic group would be dominant in one factory. 
For example, Anchow worked in a factory in which most of them were Henan people, 
not their "laoxiang". In the department he worked, no worker was his "laoxiang". As he said, 
generally, labourers could accommodate with one another very well because of their common 
socio-economic status. They shared with "sour and happiness" ("kule") of working life. 
However, he still made distinction between "laoxiang" and non-"laoxiang". 
"We can accommodate with other workers from Henan. We are good friends. 
But I still feel that working with ’ laoxiang, is better. It is not convenient to 
work outside my ’laoxiang，." (Anchow) 
He intended to enter another factory in which there were more "laoxiang". He 
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explained that except searching higher wage, he felt that it was uneasy to be isolated from 
"laoxiang" networks. He still thought that it was better to keep close with "laoxiang". 
Migrant workers rarely lived out of the localistic networks in which people had rural 
origins. People from the same village or county maintained intimate relations in work and 
leisure. It was not necessary for them to assimilate into the group of local people. 
"Laoxiang" connections consolidated the separation between foreign workers and local 
people. Living in the "world of laoxiang", they rarely made contact with local people. They 
said that they did not have friends of local people in Town C. , 
6.3.2. Temporary Work and Residence : 
Although these networks were helpful for migrant workers in daily life, these networks 
$ 
could not be transformed into ghetto and ethnic economy. In other words, these networks did 
not play the role of supporting networks for subsistence in cities in the long run. 
First of all, migrant workers had little economic resources to engage in small business 
in Guangdong. Meanwhile, some viewed that doing business near home was better. Beihua, 
who were skilled workers in a furniture workshop, intended to save some money to engage 
in business of decoration near her home county. Actually, his wages were the highest among 
my informants and enough for him to live in Guangdong. When I asked him why he did not 
intend to do some business in Guangdong, he said, 
"If I could save thirty to forty thousand dollars, I would do some business in 
my home eounty…This amount of money is quite a lot in our county. 
However, it is so less here and not enough for you to do business here. If I 
have earned this amount, why don't I return home?" 
I l l 
Besides, unlike Jewish migrants in European cities and Irish migrant in America, they 
could not cluster in "ghetto". The migrant workers in Town C could not build up their own 
communities in cities. The reason for it was not mainly the constrain of household 
registration. Actually, some more affluent people from countryside had changed their status 
into urban residents by money or buying a flat. However, most of migrant workers even 
could not afford the rent in Town C because of low wage. They needed to depend on factory 
dormitory. . 
Z 、 
"If one has money, one can attain a permanent household registration in cities 
by paying thirty to fifty thousands dollars or buying a flat with more than one 
hundred thousands dollars. It was difficult to have a ilat in here. An ordinary 
worker could not afford to pay the rent or buy a house." (Anchow) 
Apparently, wages were too low for household reproduction in cities and the living 
cost was higher in coastal cities than in countryside. They were not capable of living in cities 
permanently. 
Dormitories provided by factory owners were the most feasible residence. The rent 
was low as $6 per month in Jiada. The low wages did not encourage workers to live outside 
factory independently. No informant held a stable flat in Town C. As informants said, few 
could assemble to establish permanent or long term residence. However, not every one could 
afford it. Anchow and his wife even did not have money to rent a flat or a room in Town 
C, although they desired to live together. There was no material base for migrant workers 
to develop ethnic ghetto. Henceforth, they were bounded not by a well established ethnic 
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community but a loose connections came from village. These connections did not assisted 
them to assimilate into the life of cities by providing assistance for permanent residence. 
Moreover, these connections segregated them from local people. Henceforth，they did not 
develop independent household outside home county. 
6.4. WITHOUT ANY OPTION 
As discussed in Chapter 4, in poor rural areas, although men had more advantage in 
labour market, both sexes did not have the sufficient economic resources for living outside , 
families. Since industrialization in coastal areas, like Guangdong, provided more economic 
opportunities, they took long distance migration to Guangdong. However, the environment 
and their market situations did not permit them to become urban residents in Guangdong. 
f 
Rather than staying and facing hostile environments of daily life and workplace，they chose 
to evade subordinations in industrial sites. They planned to achieve upward mobility by 
participating in other economic activities，such as small trading 血d business. This kind of 
reaction against industrialization seemed to affirm the finding of some studies on workers in 
Taiwan (Kung 1983; Shieh 1989, 1993). In Taiwan, most workers accumulated small amount 
of money to set up business rather than stayed in factories for mobility because the working 
conditions for low-paid workers were so harsh. Vulnerable workers tended to devise 
strategies of "de-proletarianization" and "self-help" to respond to miserable working 
conditions. But where would they go? z 
In this study, without any option, they intended to return home after earned some 
money in Guangdong. However, daughters and sons showed their different pattern of 
commitment in family life cycle. 
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6.4.1. Women: "Decide after return home." 
As the informants told me, parents always urged children, especially daughters, to 
marry as soon as possible. Daughters were viewed as "burden" in family. This "burden" was 
both economic and normative. Daughters were not main producers but dependants in family. 
The housework which daughters did could be replaced by daughters-in-law. Moreover, 
unmarried mature daughters in family were viewed as improper. In Yanggang Village, there 
was no single woman over 30. Actually, as informants said, early marriage (below 20) was 
I � , 
frequent in the past. � 
As discussed previously, females were caught in the net of familial obligations 
voluntarily. They contributed their wages to home steadily. Those single migrant women 
were no longer viewed as economic burden for family, but rather benefit to family. In some 
studies (Greenhalgh, 1988; Kung，1983; Salaff, 1981) on working daughters, parents even 
delayed the timing of daughters' marriage in order to prolong the period of their economic 
contribution to family economy. On the contrary，in case of Javanese working daughters 
(Wolf 1992), women's increasing economic autonomy enabled them to control the timing of 
their marriage. Did wage earnings enable women to have more autonomy in significant 
decision in life or caught by parental control? 
As I asked women what they intended to do after working in Guangdong, they did not 
have concrete answer, except marriage. Actually, they had some ideas about future. One 
female worker's response could summarize their inclination, "decide after return home" 
(Heyan's words). In fact, one point was certain. Marriage would be their necessary road. 
However, they had some discretionary power to decide when to end their lives in factory. 
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Usually, female informants' family had economic difficulties before they migrated to 
Guangdong. Except pursuing individual economic autonomy, they were eager to help family 
survival. Some women told me clearly that the economic conditions determined how long 
they stayed in Guangdong. As quoted in last chapter, Shan said that if her family did not 
need money any more, she would save some money and returned back. Yuhua also had the 
similar plan. When she came out to work, one of goal was to earn money for her younger 
brothers' schooling. After a few years, her brothers had left school. She felt that her burden 
had been relaxed slightly and said: 
"If my family do not need money any more, I will earn two thousand dollars 
and returned home... I will look for what I could do.' Now I do not have any 
plan..." 
-- ‘ 
Apparently, if their families needed money, they were willing to work for longer for 
their parents. Daughters maintained continuous remittances to support families. However, 
familial need was not the only reason determining the period of staying in Guangdong. They 
expected to save certain amount of money. Most women said that they hoped to save a few 
thousands dollars for personal use, usually for dowry. Some of them also hoped to save 
money for doing some business. For example, Jiazhen still remained the hope for opening 
a sewing workshop although double burden of caring aged parents and supporting their living 
were placed on her, Tingcui who had already saved a four thousands dollars at home. She 
said, ”I had not thought about what I would do in the future except business! But I don't 
know whether I could do." For women, factory work represented a transitional phase in 
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which they accumulated their own resources (although they were not totally independent from 
families) and prepared for their future, including expected careers and marriage. 
While most of them did not have clear idea about their careers in the future, they had 
already engaged in negotiation with parents on marriage. As female workers said, marriage 
was a necessary stage of women's lives. When I asked Heyan what she would do after ended 
her worker's life in Guangdong, she said, "perhaps, I would marry. We, girls, decide on our 
future after return home." Obviously, they viewed that their future prospect was not just their 
individual matters but they had to correspond with family expectations. As they said, rural 
family expected their children to get married early. However, they did not follow families， 
order on their marriage as before. There was more room for negotiations between daughters 
and parents. 
Traditionally, marriage in village was not only individual matter but family related. 
However, both males and females did not want their marriages being arranged and intervened 
by family but to choose their companions for marriage by themselves. In home village, as 
they said, young people did not have much autonomy in choosing companions and marriage 
although few's parents forced daughters and sons to marry. Nevertheless, there was little 
opportunities for village girls to know other young people in opposite sex. Most of them 
were introduced by relatives and not well known before. Forced and arranged marriages were 
rare now but there were many invisible pressure to push them to marry earlier. Qingqing，s 
marriage could illustrate the environment around a young woman and man in countryside. 
Qingqing said that her husband was not arranged by family totally，but also was not 
known by her ("zhizi rensi") at first. An adolescent in village rarely had contact with opposite 
sex，especially those from other villages. When Qingqing was sixteen, a boy was introduced 
to her as boyfriend by her relatives and parents. He was her first boyfriend. Although 
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making friend with a boy from other villages was not ordinary, she did not sense about her 
parents' intentions and her relations with him initially. The boy always came to her home and 
soon began dating. After four years, they got married. Ordinary peasants would follow 
similar path in which one did not have much options and disagreement. 
Lili, aged 22, who had worked in Guangdong, experienced different path to marriage. 
Two of her elder sister never worked outside village. Their marriages, like many traditional 
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girls, were arranged by parents. As Lili said, they did have little say in the arrangement. 
However, their marriages were not fortunate. There were many conflicts between their sisters' 
husbands and them. One of her brother-in-laws even beat her sister and mother frequently. 
Consequently, the marriage ended as divorce. She feared that she would repeat the road of 
her sisters. In fact, her parents had ever introduced spouse to her but she refused. She came 
to Guangdong to work and soon knew her husband, Anchow, in a factory. They decided to 
marry one year later. Their parents also wanted to them to get married earlier. She was glad 
that she could choose spouse and decide their marriage independent from parental control. 
Actually, for some females, avoiding family arrangement of daughters' marriage was 
one reason for working outside home. Tingcui had worked for four years in Guangdong. Her 
father urged her to return home for many times. He hoped that her daughters could be 
married earlier. However, she did not want to get married earlier. When I interviewed her, 
her father had arranged a marriage for her but she did not want to marry the man whom her 
father introduced. She intended to return home to tell her disagreement on his arrangement 
and negotiate with her father. She said, "certainly，my father has to respect my decision". 
She was going to work one year more and then consider her marriage. 
Yuhua had been to Guangdong for a few times. Every time she wanted to go, her 
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father tried to prevent her. In 1993，after Spring Festival, she left home without informing 
him. She sensed that her father intended to introduced men to her and urged her to marry. 
She said, "I did not want to talk to him about this thing". 
Women committed in contributing to rural family survival continuously. They did not 
have their own independent decisions in future plans completely. The phrase of "decide after 
return home" summarized their views about their future. They had to negotiate with parents 
within the boundary of family. 
However, they did not play the passive role of "working daughter". From the cases 
above, there were inter-generational changes in marriage. Industrial employment increased 
their power in the negotiation on marriage with parents. They could control the timing of 
marriage and usually they expected to marry later than their parents expected. They wanted 
to save more money for future. The delay of marriage was mainly for increasing individual 
economic autonomy, rather than prolonging period of economic contribution to family. 
Industrialization broadened women's boundaries for marriage. ‘ They transformed their 
passive roles in marriage into active than before. 
6.4.2. Men: "Working near home is easier." 
Men's freedom in choosing spouse and timing of marriage seemed to be accepted by 
parents. Although they said that parents also urged them to marry earlier, I had not heard any 
male informant having conflicts with parents on this issue. The changes for men were smaller 
and less conflicts than women. Like women, participation in industrial works increased .their 
opportunities to contact opposite sex. Some male workers said that they preferred to know 
their spouses in Guangdong rather than in village. Jizheng said, 
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"I preferred to choose my spouse here. We could know each other better while 
we are working together here. And women workers here would be more 
knowledgeable and considerate... “ (male, aged 22) 
However, experiences in industrial employment did not change the pattern of males' 
commitment in household reproduction. In traditional village, men inherited fathers' land and 
engaged in farming. They were also expected to get married early and become inheritors of 
family. They were assumed to take up the responsibility of caring about aged parents. As 
discussed in last chapter, son，role of "breadwinner" was replaced by daughter at least until 
girls, got married. For a short period of time, they seemed to be relieved of their familial 
obligations. In the long run, they claimed to take up their familial obligations. 
According to the interviews with men, they did not intend to develop their own 
household and live outside families for a long time. After daughters were married, sons were 
required to take care of aged parents. They were still essential to social reproduction of 
family in the long run. 
Anchow was the only son in family. He said that if the family with only one son, like 
his family, would not be divided. He was required to take care the aged parents after they 
were incapable of support their own living. Hence, he was going to earn some money in 
Guangdong for business in the future although he was not fortunate enough to earn steady 
wages. Meanwhile, he brought his younger sister, Aifang to Guangdong because "she was 
idle at home"，as he said. In 1992，he was married. His wife, Lili, also worked in 
Guangdong. At the time I interviewed with him, he hoped that his younger sister, his wife 
and he could earn enough money to build a new house in village as soon as possible. Then 
they could earn some money for future plans. Actually, he had many ideas about setting up 
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his business in the future. However, he said that his plans were not mature without much 
money. 
When I asked him why he did not intend to stay in Guangdong, he responded: 
"The life here [Guangdong] was difficult. Working in factory is no good and 
also impossible... The living cost was too high... At home, parents provided 
some help. Living is easier..." 
In general, men expected their families could secure basic subsistence by farming 
(even when their parents get older) and they could earn money outside. 
Yukei was 19 years old. His elder brother had been married and moved out to have 
his own household. Like Anchow, he intended to work in Guangdong for a few years and 
then returned home. He thought that he would take care of his parents. Although he had 
earned quite stable wages, he did not want to stay in Guangdong for long time. He explained: 
“ I thought that it is better to return home. Living in Guangdong is very 
difficult. You did not have household registration…If I get married here and 
had my children, it would be difficult for me to earn money alone. If I return 
home, parents take care of us [providing food grain and baby sitting], my wife 
and I can do something else, like feeding pigs and wage works. Although 
outside is more playful, home is still better." 
He sensed that the importance of family subsistence farming was essential for them 
to earn money outside without much burden of family. Remaining in family farming 
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stabilized the subsistence level of household for both old and new generations. Therefore, 
they were willing to commit to rural family. 
Men still conformed to their role in family economy in the long run. Certainly, 
industrialization diversified their sources of income. Their commitment In family 
reproduction did not constrain their economic activities. 
6.5. NEGOTIATIONS WITHIN HOUSEHOLD 
Both sexes were engaging in the original rural family reproductive life cycle. 
Although I could not observe whether they would change their minds in the future, I had not 
heard anyone who intended to stay in cities permanently or for long term. Actually, some of 
them were not capable of living in cities for long run and all of them were not willing to 
develop independent household and living. The capabilities and willingness of adapting to 
life in Guangdong were vital to reproduction of family life course in village. The 
industrialization in coastal areas did not create sufficient resources and environment for 
development of working class family. The localistic connections also did not form well 
established community for them to survive in cities. 
The commitment in reproduction of rural family was not homogeneous. The impact 
of low wages practices in these labour intensive industries on individual-familial economic 
ties varied with gender. Although women viewed returning home and marriage as necessity, 
they negotiated with parents on timing ' of marriage---and choosing spouses. Parents did not 
control the household reproduction cycle completely. Women exerted some influences on this 
affairs. 
Men committed in family reproduction cycle. Their autonomy were respected by 
parents. They were also not deviant from parents' expectation. They viewed the inheritance 
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of family land as the economic security. With family farming supporting basic subsistence, 
men could take risk outside without too much worries. 
By and large, the rural family reproduction was maintained. Industrialization did not 
break down but led to more space for bargain and compromise on decisions related to family 
reproduction in the long run. Although the reproductive cycles of family had been modified, 





HOUSEHOLD STRATEGIES VS INDIVIDUAL STRATEGIES 
7.1. REORGANIZATION AND DISORGANIZATION OF FAMILY 
The last three chapters had examined three aspects of family economy, labour 
allocation, management of wages and family reproduction, to illustrate changes in individual-
familial economic ties. The transformation was initiated by export-oriented industrialization. 
Industrialization in coastal areas pulled young men and women from rural family to an 
industrial environment. Geographical division between individuals and peasant families, 
which was caused by migration and proletarianization, threatened the integrity of family 
economy. 
In these grand processes of economic changes, family experienced "reorganization” and 
"disorganization". Household heads still dominated in certain economic ties, such as 
management of individual wage remittances and family income pooling. Family as a 
collective consumption unit was reorganized. However, they had to negotiate and compromise 
with other family members on the issues related on family reproduction. In terms of labour 
allocation, household head could not devise strategy to control over family members’ labour. 
These aspects of household economy were disorganized. 
These patterns of changes in i n d i v i d u a « l economic ties could be understood as 
two kinds of dynamics，i叙generation conflicts within household and gender differences. 
First inter-generational conflicts were the most c o麵o n division within household, 
differentiation and convicts between new and old generations within household 
e.anen,ed the notion that single household strategy could explain family — e — 
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activities. Household strategy could not hold family members together tightly. Individuals 
in new generation had their own relative autonomy. Second, clarification of gender division 
also contributed to understanding of transformational paths. Family members in the same 
generation did not hold the same power in household decision making. Gender relations 
within household were shaping the transformation of individual-familial economic ties. In this 
chapter, I summarize my findings on these two main themes and discuss their implications for 
industrialization and family change. 
7.2. THREE DIMENSIONS OF HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY 
Many researchers accepted that household was not a coherent unity making decisions 
independently and consistently (Beneria and Roldan 1987; Fapohunda 1988; Ong 1987; Wolf 
1992). In this study, changes of these three aspects of family economy did not follow a 
consistent "household strategy". Coherent household could not hold in industrialization. 
There were many discrepancies among different functions within households. These 
discrepancies were created or stretched by social change, i.e. industrialization and 
proletarianization. Decision making power was monopolized by household head in rural 
household based on subsistence agriculture. Industrialization initiated changes in the the 
patterns of decision making, i.e. redistribution of power among household head and children. 
In other words, individual-familial economic ties had been transformed. Changes of labour 
allocation, family income pooling and ' decision on-Tife cycles were not following the same 
track. Table 7.1. could illustrate these patterns. 
7.2.1. Individual Strategy Dominated Family Strategy 
The change in dimension of labour allocation could be explained by structural-
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Table 7.1. Changes of Individual-Familial Economic Relations 
Labour Family Decision 
Allocation Income on Family 
Pooling Reproduction 
Patterns Individual Family B a l a n c e 
of Strategy Strategy between 
Decision Dominated Dominated Two Strategies 
Making Family Individual 
Strategy Strategy 
Transfer- Expansion From Main Self-Autonomy 
mation for of Autonomy to Supple- Remained or 
Sons mentary Compromises 
Contributor 
Transfer- Transform From Supple- From Passive 
mation for from Passive mentary to to Relative 
Daughters into Active Main Autonomy 
Contributor 
functionalist approach. Smelser (1959) and Parsons and Bales (1955) argued that family as 
an significant unit in traditional society experienced differentiation of functions in the process 
of modernization. The impersonal factory system diminished the economic significance 
family apprentice system or kinship recruitment networks. Although family resisted against 
the new established system, their resistance failed finally. 
This argument was valid in allocation of labour. Males and females made their own 
decisions on their participation in work autonomously. Household, represented by parents, 
lost the control over familial members' labour outside home. Long distance migration was 
not conventional practices of traditional rural household in China. Parents in old generation 
were not able to devise strategy to control children's labour far away from home. Under 
rural-urban segregation, rural households were incapable of extending their control into 
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industrial employment. Henceforth, the decline of parental control on allocation of labour 
showed that the significance of the economic and geographical status of the rural households 
in determining the effectiveness of family strategy. Family apprentice system could not be 
established in industrial sites of Guangdong because the origins of migrant workers were 
remote villages segregated from cities. 
Comparison with other rural villages in coastal areas of China could make it clearly. 
Graham Johnson (1992) had studied the industrial investment and development in Dongguan. 
Many local people in Dongguan had emigrated to Hong Kong illegal before economic reform. 
The linkages between Hong Kong small manufacturing capital and Dongguan were maintained 
by these extended kinship networks. The open door policy had encouraged the consolidation 
of these networks in pushing foreign investment of manufacturing capital from Hong Kong 
to Dongguan. Family strategies played an important role in organizing the production process, 
recruiting workers, introducing capital, management of factory, etc.. Smart and Smart (1988) 
also studied Hong Kong-China economic connections. It was found that the foreign 
investment in coastal China was facilitated by informal connections, "guanxi", based on 
kinship, bribing and gifting, etc.. They found that "guanxi" was intersecting with kinship 
relations. These cases showed that family members' experiences of industrial employment 
and original linkages with industrial cities were crucial to the effectiveness of family strategy 
on allocation of labour. In my study, tongxiang networks provided more resources for 
workers and played an more important role in arrangement workers' jobs than kins. Rather 
than being dependent on resources of family or kinship networks, individuals captured the 
industrial employment opportunities to have autonomous life out of family. 
7 2.2. Family Strategy Dominated Individual Strategy 
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Tilly and Scott (1978) proposed that family reacted to new environment actively by 
regulation of family economy. In this study, as argued in previously, the function of 
allocation of labour declined. However, another important component of family economy, 
collective income pooling, was still maintained. In early industrialization, family economy 
was transformed into family wage economy family. It maintained daughter's steady 
remittances to family fund. Single working women did not have much separate economic 
capability by participation in industrial works. This argument was consistent with the 
management of migrant workers' wages in this study. 
Migrant workers did not attain individual autonomy completely. They were linked 
with household by commitment in family fund. High proportion of wage remittances 
(especially those of women) went to common family income pooling. As Wallerstein (1984, 
1992) argued, household as a pooling of diversified income did not disappear but reinforced 
during the expansion of world capitalist economy. In this case, individual personal saving 
was merged into collective saving. The family fund was managed mainly by parents. The 
fusion of individual and familial savings for future uses constrained people in managing their 
own savings for uses. Household heads extended their access to family fund in the name of 
family interests. 
7.2.3. Balance between Family and Individual Strategies 
The conflicts between family and individual strategies were not zero-sum games. 
:There was a wide range between the dominance of family and individual strategies. 
, I n d i v i d u a l s maintained their economic relations with family economy by bargaining and 
compromises on issues related marriage. 
Parental control over children's marriage, as one significant decision in life course, 
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determined the reproduction of household economy, i.e. renewal of labour and arrangement 
of security for aged people. Parents and young people engaged in steady negotiation or 
compromises on their decisions on marriage. Individuals did not submit to family 
arrangement completely. They also could not sustain independence without any constrain. 
They were obliged to take up some family responsibilities, in family reproduction. Women 
were required to marry in early age, in order to reduce the burden (material or non-material) 
of family. Men also needed to do so because they could establish a household earlier to take 
care aged parents. 
In this study, although men and women differed in the process of negotiation, the 
outcomes were compromises between expectations of parents and individual interests. They 
could have freedom to choose spouses or limited control over timing but could not resist to 
remain unmarried. 
Henceforth, household was not a structure with "single utility function" (in Becker's 
words). The rationality behind the decisions related household economy was not an uniform 
formula but varied with different aspects. Some decisions were dominated either by parents 
while young people dominated in others. Some issues were focal point of bargaining and 
compromise. 
It was found that the power to decide labour allocation was shifting to migrant workers 
while collective fund were hold tightly by parents. Rural family remained its consumption 
function, especially those for long term. Meanwhile, the issues of decisions related to family 
reproductive cycles (and also individual life course) were settled down after bargaining and 
compromise. 
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7.3. THE INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINS ON FAMILY STRATEGY 
In this case, household strategies were constrained by the types of industrial 
development and proletarianization. In other words, various social institutions constrained the 
effectiveness of household strategies. Unlike the cases of Smelser (1959) and Hareven (1982), 
household (or household head) could not exert much power in this case. Through the 
comparison between this case and Smelser, s case, some institutional factors could be 
identified. 
In this case, peasants participated in industrial employment as migrant workers. They 
came from remote counties and remained their status of "temporary workers" but not local 
workers. Since economic reform, the industrial development in these coastal regions has been 
independent from rural economy and household, i.e. peasant workers' origin. Actually, 
villages were totally segregated from cities for a few decades. Household heads could not 
extend any power to new developed cities. 
On the contrary, in Smelser, s case, industries evolved from rural economy or towns 
nearby. Cottage industries developed along the transformation of rural economy. Rural 
households had well-established networks with these industries. A great number of peasants 
had been skilled and non-skilled workers in family workshop. 
The types of industrialization are also related to the forms of participation in industrial 
employment, i.e. proletarianization. In this case, peasants entered cities as individuals or as 
a group of friends and co-villagers. Moreover, most of them were the first generation who 
had been migrant workers in Guangdong. They did not follow the familial linkages to enter 
families. _ 
However, as argued by Smelser, in the period of cottage industries, the division of 
labour within the workshop was similar with household division of labour. Women and 
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children were responsible for spinning and preparatory works. Male household heads or adult 
men were skilled workers or supervisors. The elder family members recruited younger ones 
to workshops. After large factories replaced small cottage industries, these networks still 
continued. Employers relied on male workers recruiting and supervising workers. The 
familial networks became semi-apprenticeship system. Household heads not only recruited 
and supervised women and child labour, but also collected their wages directly from 
employers. Workers could not hold their personal wages. 
Therefore, the dynamics between individuals and household depended on institutional 
changes. When the registration system declines gradually, the urban-rural segregation would 
be loosened. At the same time, more and more family members entered factories. The 
familial connections would be established in industrial production. Family strategies might 
be more dominant in controlling various aspects of workers' economic activities, including 
labour allocation. However, this is not the only path. As Smelser argued，in England, 
employers had the power to constrain these familial extended networks. They allowed these 
networks in factories only when they got advantage from these. While the international 
competition of cotton industry were intensified, the reorganization of workplace production 
replaced the adult skilled workers by non-skilled child labour and women workers. Moreover, 
the elimination of adult workers authority would increase the profits and reduce labour 
resistance. By and large, the changes in industrial development and proletarianization shaped 
the dynamics between individuals and households. 
7.4. STRUCTURATION AS "ENABLE AND CONSTRAIN" 
The process of changing individual-familial economic ties were shaped by gender 
relations. In this study, I investigated how men and women produced and reproduced their 
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economic relations to household economy. As Giddens (1978; 1984) argued, agents adopted 
generative rules and resources to produce and reproduce structures, i.e. "duality of structure". 
Structure as generative rules and resources enabled and constrained agents' practices. 
Males and females were confronted with two structures, industrial employment in 
export manufacturing sectors and male dominant household. Although both structures were 
enabling and constraining, the extent of enabling and constraining depended on gender 
positions. Men and women experienced different processes of structuration of economic 
relations with household. 
7.4.1. Industrial Employment 
As discussed in Chapter 5, men and women were posited in the labour market divided 
by gender. The enterprises in export processing zones inclined to employ temporary migrant 
workers because they did not need to pay as high as ”family salary" and facilities for 
permanent residence. The policy makers and capitalists also did not expect to support the 
reproduction of stable army of working class because the labour supply was so excessive. 
The system of migrant labour constructed the separation between maintenance and 
renewal of labour. Hence, this separation constrained both male and female workers' 
independence out of rural households. Wages were too low to sustain household reproduction 
in cities. However, recruitment of women as non-skilled labour was the convention of export 
processing industries. These enterprises favoured women workers rather than men. Females' 
wages of industrial employment and their stable jobs were sufficient to enable women to have 
more economic autonomy and increased their economic significance. They became main 
wage earners in household. 
Those male non-skilled workers had difficulties in searching jobs and could not earn 
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high wages. The low wages of male workers constrained men in supplement wage earners. 
Industrial employment in export processing zones diminished men's economic significance 
in household economy (except those well-educated skill workers). The sexual division of 
labour within household had been changed by industrialization. 
My findings contradicted with some studies on women and industrialization. Some 
studies argued that women were placed in double subordinations from capitalist economy and 
patriarchical family. The burden of housework and reproductive cycles constrained women's 
participation in industrial work and pushed them into secondary labour market (Hartmann 
1981; Tilly and Scott 1978). Nevertheless, this study argued that export processing industries 
empowered single women more than men, although they were still constrained in the status 
of temporary workers. For women, migrant labour system was more enabling than 
constraining the transformation of their economic relations with household economy. 
Contrarily, for men, it reduced their roles to supplementary wage earners. 
7.4.2. Household 
As some feminist pointed out, the increases of female income did not lead directly to 
increase of power within family. For example, Whitehead (1981) elaborated two cases, rural 
Ghana and industrial Britain. These two cases showed women had different power to access 
and use of their own wage fund. However, she still found that women wages were closely 
attached to the collective or family aspect of consumption (subsistence common fund and 
housekeeping allowance) but not constituted great amount of personal savings. Mather (1985) 
had the similar findings. She found that women's economic contribution was steady and 
mainly for family daily subsistence. Men's economic contribution was much more 
discretionary and not regular. Men held 画ch more economic autonomy. Women and men 
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were placed in unequal positions within household economy. 
Apparently, the starting points of transformation for women and men were divergent. 
Household as a patriarchal structure provided constrains more than empowerment to women 
workers. Some social historians works (McPherson 1965; Laslett 1969) argued that 
individualism existed in pre-industrial society. Before industrial revolution, people already 
got rid of communal or familial boundaries. However, in this study, I found that this 
argument was valid only for men. While men enjoyed their own freedom, women were still 
bounded by domestic sphere and prevented from engaging in non-familial works. 
Therefore, their experiences in industrial employment were mediated by their roles in 
family. In many feminist studies, women were placed in occupations with low skill and pay 
because of discrimination by male workers. With less remuneration, they were treated as 
supplementary wage earners, rather than main earners, like men. Henceforth, women were 
subordinated in the role of housewife and part-time worker (as "reserve army"). Men held 
the role of household head and had more power in family affairs. Therefore, females' 
subordinated roles in family and labour market were reinforced with each other. However, 
this study found that subordination in labour market and household were not reinforced 
mutually but contradicting each other. The enhancement of labour market situations enabled 
women to have their own money but did not lead to the improvement of women's status 
within household. Instead, the subordination within household constrained the effect of 
industrial employment on females' autonomy. ^ 
Even though daughters' wage remittances constituted significant part of family saving, 
they were not entitled to have the right to inherit. The higher wage only increased limited 
degree of power in decision making on items related to subsistence. Women were excluded 
from arrangement of inheritance and related issues. Their savings were absorbed by family 
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budget control because personal savings and family savings were merged. Sexual inequality 
of contribution and access to family income pooling constrained women's independence from 
family. 
By contrary, men had been engaging in independent wage work in towns or cities 
before migration to Guangdong. Although men were situated in disadvantage position in 
labour market of export process sectors, family budget control transferred females' remittances 
to males' family property and saving. Lower wages only reduced their economic burden but 
not threatened their roles as family inheritors. The maintenance of linkage with rural 
household, which engaged in farming, also stabilized their livelihood by food stuff. The 
security of basic subsistence facilitated them to concentrate on non-agricultural economic 
activities. The sexual bias within the structure of family fund enabled them to accumulate 
more family property by incorporating female wage remittances. 
As a result, although the sexual division of labour within household was inverted, this 
did not increase daughters' control over wages for long term very much. The unequal access 
to family fund between men and women also had not been changed. 
Household posed great constrains to women while it enabled men to restructure their 
relations with household economy. Thus, women experienced harsh conflicts with household 
head while men only expanded their freedom furthermore. 
Women struggled with parents' objection against their plan to Guangdong. They also 
involved in bargaining with parents on marriage. They intended to delay the timing of 
marriage in order to get rid of parental arrangement and accumulate more savings for family 
and themselves. Through these struggles, women attained inter-generational changes of their 
economic relations to household economy. Although they still reproduced their passive role 
of daughter in managing their wages within family, they already produced more and more 
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independence which was not experienced by their counterparts in old generations. 
Men's transformation path was much more smooth. They were confronted with 
parents' disagreement not by struggles and conflicts but by compromises. They could settle 
down the conflicts easily. Actually, their own self-interests were corresponding with family's 
interests for reproduction. Some men even conformed to their parents' expectations. Thus, 
while men reproduced their role of inheritors within family, they also expanded their 
economic ability by diversifying their family income sources. 
Men and women experienced two distinctive paths of structuration. Women engaged 
much more in struggles and conflicts with old generations. As many studies (Palriwala, 1990; 
Kessler-Harris and Sacks, 1987; Wolf, 1992) argued that females did not attain autonomous 
and aggressive independence but built up their new roles by restructuring the original relations 
with family. The struggle of females for autonomy was not a smooth path but full of 
conflicts and compromises. Men made balance between their own interests and family 
interests in order to have compromises and rearrangement on their roles in household. Their 
individual strategies were convergent with household strategies. 
The findings of this study contributed to clarify and broaden the scope of studies 
related. The first part was revise of the concept of "household strategy". The second was 
capitalist development and family change. 
f • 
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7.5. RETHINKING "HOUSEHOLD STRATEGY" ^ 
7.5.1. Whose Strategies were "Family Strategies"? 
As a r g u e d " previously, household strategy could not explain the transformation of 
ind iv idua l - fami l ia l economic ties completely. When we use the concept of "household 
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strategy", we should limit the use of this concept. Otherwise, the conception of "strategy" was 
too broad to be useful. Although Hareven insisted that historical study of family strategies 
bridged the gap between individual lives and large social and economic processes such as 
industrialization, she was careful to specify the concept of "family strategy". Hareven 
intended to clarify the concept of "family strategy": 
"Family collectivity did not necessarily imply mutual deliberation or 
"democratic" participation in the process. It is possible that major decisions 
were imposed by the male head of the family on the other members, although 
there is significant evidence that consultation and bargaining took place 
between husbands and wives, and occasionally between parents and children." 
(Hareven 1990: p.235) 
Hareven was right to point out that "family strategy" was devised by parents or male 
head of the family generally. While one specified this concept, one had to admit that 
bargaining and conflicts existed between family members, i.e. between household strategy and 
individual strategy. However, Hareven was too careless to affirm that: 
"Family experienced internal tensions and, at times, conflict when individual 
members pulled in various independent directions. But the collective goals 
usually won out." (Hareven 1990: p.240) 
In this Study, household strategies did not won out in any circumstances. As 
household head devised household strategies, individuals would also devise strategies to cope 
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with parental control. According to the three types of transformation, the coping strategies 
could also be categorized into three types. 
The first one was rebellion. Young people and household heads took different 
attitudes towards economic opportunities provided by export-oriented industrialization. 
Individual dominated household strategy to control over their own labour or household was 
unable to exert control over family labour. 
The second one was conformity. Individuals conformed in family arrangements on 
their wage remittances. Parents and children agreed on expanding family income pooling by 
diversified income sources. The family fund not only assisted daily subsistence, but also 
constituted family property for males' inheritance, i.e. reproduction of household in the long 
run. Members were willing to commit in facilitating reproduction of household. Household 
strategy was asserted. 
The third one was compromise and bargaining. Family members engaged in 
negotiation to compromise individual and household interests. The decisions on life cycles, 
which related to family reproductive cycles, were dependent on this bargaining process. 
Henceforth, as Wolf concluded, "parent power was often decentered，frustrated and 
challenged but in certain condition it was strongly asserted". Household strategy was only one 
strategy among those of various family members. In this case, household strategy was only 
in the hard core of management of family fund. Parents could only extend limited power to 
decision on life cycles, but were least able to control over labour. These patterns did not fit 
either models of household decision making by altruistic household heads or consensus among 
family members. Instead, the 励d e of decision making was dependent on the nature of 
affairs and balance of power between household heads and other family members. 
The coping individual strategies by young people were not homogeneous but varied 
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with gender. Household, as a patriarchal structure, was a site of gender subordination. Men 
and women reacted to family strategy according to their original roles in household. Men 
inclined to adopt "strategies of compromising" while women engaged in "strategy of 
struggles". It would be more difficult to develop a household strategy without challenges 
from family members in younger generation. The challenges were also varying with gender 
positions. In sum, it was not necessary to overemphasize the significance of "household 
strategy" to comprehend family change and individual reactions during industrialization. 
7.5.2. Family as Intersecting Point between Individual and 
Industrialization? 
When Tilly and Scott (1978), Hareven (1982) and Anderson (1971) proposed the 
concept of "household strategy" or "family strategy", they argued that family as an intervening 
variable between changes of individual lives and larger socio-economic process. They 
asserted that individuals met with industrialization not independently but through the 
regulation of family. 
In this study, we could see that household head, as representative of family, might not 
be the intersection between individual and industrialization. Household heads in old 
generation were lagging behind new generation to cope with economic opportunities brought 
by industrialization. It depended on the type of industrialization. 
The type of industrialization in this study was export-oriented processing industrial 
development. The industrial development occurred in places far away from the origin of 
workers. Workers were linked with these industrial sites by extended "tongxiang" networks 
among young people. Household head, as a peasant who had never been to Guangdong, did 
not have any experience and network to these places. Henceforth, the changes were not 
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initiated by household head but by young people, daughters and sons. 
The industrialization in other case studies was different. For example, Hareven had 
studied the immigrant community in New England in which immigrants of more than two 
generations had developed their households in these places. Household head would have more 
capability of exercising household strategy over other family members. A more typical case 
was proto-industrialization which happened in Europe before industrial revolution. This 
happened in rural villages but not in urban cities. Households involved in industrial 
production, such as spinning, weaving and lace-making directly to respond external markets. 
New technology was introduced to household workshop. The cottage industry was carried 
by co-operation among family members and co-ordination by household head. Household 
strategy played an critical role in individual reactions towards economic opportunities of 
industrial development (Levine 1977; Medick 1976). 
- Therefore, the location of industrialization relative to families affected the effectiveness 
of "household strategy". The proximity of family to industrial production sites enabled 
household heads to devise their strategies. The case of local people and expatriates of 
Dongguan had been taken as an example before (Graham 1992). People devised family 
strategies to organize the production and accumulation of capital among family members and 
relatives. This case showed the importance of proximity of family to industrial sites. It was 
necessary for any study on household and industrialization to explore this point. 
7.6. CAPITALIST DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY CHANGE 
Development of export-led industries had been the policy of Third World countries. 
Capital geographical relocations followed cycle of world capitalism. Labour intensive 
manufacturing sectors shifted to those places with low labour cost. Export-oriented processing 
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industries recruited many peasants from villages and initiated proletarianization. Who would 
benefit from this kind of industrialization? 
Without any doubt, through international division of labour, capitalists multiplied their 
profit by lowering labour costs. The predominance of migrant and semi-proletarians 
constituted a high mobile labour market. The excess of labour supply deteriorated the market 
situations of workers. They were exploited severely by the labour intensive production and 
low wages. 
Traditional family theory posited that industrialization, through change of economy and 
work nature, would free young women and men from familial and patriarchal controls 
(Goode, 1963; Shorter, 1977; Moore, 1965). Traditional Marxists also recognized that people 
would be subordinated in the capitalist exploitative relation of wage labour after the decline 
of feudalism and small peasant family farming (Thompson, 1965). Industries seized the 
labour from family to its workplace. The exploitation between capital-labour was dominant. 
However, the studies of temporary migrant labour and household economy had 
broaden the understanding of capitalist subordinations. As Burawoy (1981) argued, the 
migrant labour system cut the cost of reproduction of household by separation between 
maintenance and renewal of labour. The low wages, provided by enterprises, were only 
sufficient to support daily maintenance but not household reproduction. This view was similar 
with the argument of Wallerstein and his co-researchers (Wallerstein and Smith 1984; 1992). 
They argued that capitalist development did not provide enough wages for household 
reproduction. Certain kinds of works were taken up by other members in order to sustain 
household. For example, insufficient wages forced family to engage in subsistence farming 
or women and children to participate in informal market exchange and industrial outworks. 
Even in those wealthy countries, workers could not live only on their wages without the 
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support from housewives and informal economic activities. Therefore, partial cost of labour 
renewal was externalized to household. Expansion of capitalist world system did not 
eliminate the significance of household but rather reinforced it, at least in terms of income 
pooling. In other words, while capitalist benefitted from low wages by exploiting labour, 
household bore partial cost. 
Although this study affirmed the maintenance of income pooling in industrialization, 
the externalization process was not to family as such, but to other wage earning women or 
"tongxiang". Wage remittances from migrant workers constituted high proportion of family 
income pooling. Even though the wage was low, migrant workers bore significant cost of 
household reproduction (more than 50% of family fund came from wage remittances), except 
daily maintenance. Actually, the poverty of household constrained the ability of household 
to afford the cost. In this study, only a few male informants depended on parents' supports 
in marriage and even daily expenses for a few years. Actually, when workers were 
unemployed or earned insufficient wages for subsistence, the most frequent source of help was 
"tongxiang". Therefore, certain proportion of cost was externalized to tongxiang community, 
rather than household. 
Moreover, within household, family members did not share the reproduction cost 
equally. In this study, compared with males' wages, females' wage remittances constituted 
higher proportion of family fund. Women supported daily reproduction of household. Hence, 
women, s relative advantage position in labour market enabled household heads and male 
family members to shift more burden to female workers. To be a dutiful daughters, female 
workers were also willing to take up more cost of reproduction and limited their own 
expenses. Household increased its economic resources through female participation in 
industrial work. Females lost their own remunerations by sizeable economic contributions to 
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household. 
Simultaneously, males even incorporated females' wages indirectly by sharing of 
family property for establishing new household. Female savings were absorbed into family 
savings and property (such as housing) by males and parents in the long run. Females' 
economic autonomy was threatened while they did not have much personal savings. 
Therefore, males also benefitted from the industrialization. 
Female workers benefitted less from proletarianization. They attained limited 
economic autonomy in daily lives. However, economic contribution to daily subsistence of 
household necessitated them to constrain their personal expenses. Family budget management 
over their savings constrained their access to savings. The transfer of wage remittances to 
male members' expenses absorbed their personal savings. To what extent of economic 
autonomy did women attain when there was so little money to control? They were required 
to pay great amount of their money to exchange for limited freedom in labour and decision 
on significant decisions of life. 
Women workers were not only exploited by capitalist production, they were exploited 
by male family members and household heads. They endured the heaviest burden of 
reproduction cost externalized from capitalist development and migrant labour system. The 
exploitative relations within export processing capitalist development was not only between 
capital and labour or capital and household, but capital, household head, men and women. 
The extraction of surplus value was a network between people with different power in various 
institutions, including factory, industrial community and household. 
Henceforth, the exploitative relations between export-oriented peripheral capitalism and 
rural household economy should not be understood as externalization of labour cost to rural 
household. Instead, the internal dynamics and relations of domestic sphere determined the 
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externalization process. Wenger and Buck (1988: p.465) proposed the concept of "interstitial 
domestic reserve labour" to illustrate labour relations of domestic economy. Within 
household, there was a class segment which was subordinated within wage labour, domestic 
areas or even petty commodity exchange. In this study, working daughters were constrained 
in this kind of labour. They might not be mobilized by household or capitalists as reserve 
army but were placed in subordinated role within domestic economy. The process of 
externalization was mediated by the internal relations within domestic economy. 
If incorporation into capitalist world was a kind of colonization, this study agreed with 
Mies' argument of "double colonization" (1986). She argued that while on the global level, 
western countries colonized non-western world, within the domestic sphere, men "colonized" 
women as placing them in positions of housewives. In this study, I could say that there were 
not only two kinds of "colonization" but many. Married women could be subordinated not 
only in role "housewife", but also supplement wage earners (Hartmann 1981; Mathar 1981), 
outworkers at home (Beneria and Ronald 1987). Women being subordinated as working 
daughters in family income pooling and decision on family reproductive cycles was another 
kind of "colonization". 
As argued previously, the internal relations were not fixed in a static structure but 
structured by individual practices. Household was not a coherent unit but a process in flux 
and tensions. Thus, the exploitative relations between capitalism and household could be 
varied and changed by individual practices. Would this exploitative relations be intensified 
by further capitalist development in China or relaxed by individual practices? It was 
necessary to have further studies in the future. 
. "Socialism'' in rural China had experienced great change. The restoration of family 
� s m a l l p e a s a n t economy had been the main characteristic of "socialist" policy in countryside. 
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Economic reform promoted rural household as the basic unit for peasants. However, it was 
not the simple repetition of small peasant economy. The restoration of family as a basic 
consumption and reproduction unit were following the incorporation into capitalist 
international division labour. Coastal capitalist development had not penetrated into rural 
household economy greatly and shattered it. The effect of export-oriented processing only 
reached individual level. While rural households remained its production (subsistence 
farming) activities to minimum, it still retained its role in reproduction and consumption. 
For example, Fei Xiao Tong had characterized Chinese rural family as crucial to providing 
security for aged people before about half century. This function had not been changed 
greatly even after economic reform. Family income pooling and subsistence farming still 
provided material for reproduction and "safety net" for peasants. Sons and daughters 
committed to fulfil this function. 
Although household did not hold the organization of family members' activities, family 
change was not a uni-directional process of modernization. Functional differentiation was not 
a necessary trend. This process was shaped by agents within household and larger socio-
economic changes. Household still remained a crucial unit (but not the most important or 
basic unit) in industrialization and capitalist development. The effects of capitalist 
development on rural household were complicated. On the one hand, it seemed to reinforce 
the basic characteristics of household subordination, family income pooling, male dominant 
- r o l e in allocation of family resources and control over reproduction, etc.. On the other hand, 
it intensified the internal conflicts among family members gradually. Through the struggles 
心 a n d b a r g a i n i n g between familial members and socio-economic change, both differentiation and 
‘ i 
r e s t o r a t i o n o f family functions would continue. 
一 ’ • . . . . , . 
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7.7. LIMITATION 
The limitation of this study was obvious. The first one was the problem of 
methodology. The complicated dynamics within household could not be revealed 
comprehensively through in-depth interview. Actually, some useful findings in this study did 
not came from interviews, but through some observations and informal discussions. Lacking 
sufficient time and other resources, no systematic and in-depth participant observations in 
migrant workers' family lives was included in this research. For instance, the responses of 
parents towards workers' migrations were constructed only by descriptions by migrant workers 
but not by direct interviews or observations. Therefore, the findings in this part were not 
fruitful. 
Moreover, I needed to probe informants' attitudes by hypothetical questions. 
Therefore, their responses did not represent their attitudes in concrete circumstances. Even 
though I asked more concrete questions, informants could not recall all details of their 
decision processes and feelings. Some details skipped or forgotten by informants might be 
important for analysis. In-depth interviews could not exhaust all these details through foliow-
�” up questions. 
The second shortcoming was that the working histories of migrant workers were so 
short. The changes initiated by industrialization were not very obvious in such a short period. 
Longer working histories enabled one to observe and confirm significant changes in their 
economic relations with families distinctly. For example, inter-generational changes in 
making decisions on marriage, fertility, etc., would be clearer. 
Apparently, the findings would be more comprehensive by longitudinal study, 
including collecting parents' responses in villages, the bargaining process of labour allocation, 
the dec i s ion -mak ing process of other household affairs, etc.. If these limitations could be 
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overcome by further researches, we could have more understandings of social changes caused 
by export oriented industrialization in China. 
• • 
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APPENDIX 
Name List of Informants 
Male 
Name Origin Age 
Chang Beixiu Hubei 24 
Chen Beihua Shaangxi 21 
Chan Yukei Hunan 19 
Fu Huxing Hebei 32 
Le Lezhi Hubei 30 
Li Jingli Henan 22 
Ma Jizheng Heinan 22 
Ren Da Henan 18 
Wu Anchow Hubei 23 
Wu Xuewen Hubei 24 
Yang Guxin Hubei 18 
Female 
Name Origin Age 
Fu Lili Anhui 22 
Lan Yuehua Hubei 21 
Tingcui Hubei 26 
Wan Yangping Hubei 21 
Wong Ciuxiu Hunan 16 
Wu Aifang Hubei 17 
Wu Jiazhen Hubei 22 
Wu Yuhua Hubei 22 
Yang Damei Hubei 16 
Yen Xiaozhen Hubei 16 
Yu Ahyuen Hubei 16 
Yu Ciying Hubei 22 
Zhang Qingqing Hubei 28 
Zhu Hey an (Haiyan): Hubei 24 z 
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